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Century Campaign
ends. in success
pectations, about ta~ing a tradition of excellence and making it
far greater than any of us could .
On Sept. 27, Xavier University have imagined years ago,"
board members ·and over 500 . Viviano said.
major donors came together at
The ~entury Campaign can be
the annual Founders' Day dinner credited with most of the imto celebrate the official end of the provements to Xavier University
overwhelmingly successful Cen- in the past five years, and for
tury Campaign. When the plan years to come. It is responsible
was first conceived in 1996, the for the renovations to Hinkle,.
original goal was to raise $60 Schmidt and Edgecliff Halls, as
million, yet five years later, the well as both the academic and
t~tal rests at $125.3 million.
residential malls~ The Century
"Father Jim Hoff and board Campaign funded the construcmembers insisted that Xavier tion of the Victory Parkway
could do more than $60 million, · Fields, tennis courts and soccer
so the goal was set at $100 mil- fields,· in addition to partially
lion. We not only met that goal, funding the construction of. the
we more than doubled the origi- Cintas Center and Gallagher Stunal expectation for the cam:.. . dent Center, set to open in 2002.
pa_ign," said Gary Massa, vice
Xavier President Rev. Michael
president for University Rela- J. Graham, S.J., served as vice
tions.
president for. University Relations
Xavier University Chancellor during most of the Century Camand fon:ner President Rev. James paign, and now picks up where
E. Hoff, S.J., is credited with Hoff left off. The next campaign
much of the campaign's success. will primarily focus on a new
As president; Hoff was the driv- classroom· building and an iming force behind strategic plan- proved library.
ning initiatives and developed an
"Th_e success of the Century
aggressive platform which gave Campaign and the precedent esrise to the Century Campaign.
tablished by Fr. Hoff over the last
"The Xavier Board of Trust- decade makes today, right now,
ees, led ·by chairman Mike the most exciting time in the hisConaton, gladly accepted the tory of Xavier University. So,
challenge. Then the board; Xavier where to next? Strategic planning
alumni and friends stepped up is currently underway _to deterand· m~de it happen. All of us now . mine specific answers to those
are proud and grateful," said Hoff, questions.
who received a standing ovation
"On a broader level, forming
for his efforts.
students intellectually, morally
Xavier board member Joe and spiritually toward lives of
Viviano, former president and solidarity and service is the misCEO of Hershey Foods Corp., sion of Xavier University, and
acted as chairman of the Century achieving that mission is always
Campaign.
.
guiding us towards the future,"
"The Century Campaign is Graham said.
about meeting our greatest ex-
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Alliance .(left) and Amnesty International take part in National Coming Out Week.

Slep'itza new' assistant to president
BY COLIN MCDERMOTI

Slepitza wants the university
to keep up with the times, but still
On Monday, Oct. 8, Rev. represen t what Xavier is supMichael Graham, S.J., president posed to stand for. "I want Xavier
of Xavier, announced Dr. Ron to be better tomorrow than it is
Slepiiza, vice president of Stu- today, but be true to Xavier," he
dent Development, will be ap- said.
pointed to the position of the asThere are certain issues that
sistant to the president.
must be considered, such as of
This new position requires the sel_ection and consistency of
Slepitza to direct new future the student body, Xavier's role in
events.
the community, and how new··
"It's an exciting time to be ap- technology needs to be incorpopointed to a new president, who rated to maintain educational
is dynamic and visionary," said standards..
Slepitza: In filling his new posiTo accomplish this, Slepitza
tion, the main question before him plans to organize some "listening
is: What do we want for Xavier sessions" where people will be
University in the next five years? called together and asked to ofSlepitza noted the world is cori- fer their best ideas. This is simistantly changing and institutions lar to the sessions that Graham
must be nimble to survive in such held last spring, talking with stua tumultuous setting, although he pents, facuhy and community
sees· change as an inevitable part · leaders.
of an institution that desires to
According to Slepitza, the unistay afloat.
versity must confront "boundContributing Writer ·
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ary-spanning issues" that stretch
its limitations. "My position becomes orie facilitating that process, but not directing the outcome," he said.
Having observed other universities, he believes what separates
Xavier is that.it works together as
a team - Studeµt Development,
Multicultural Affairs, Campus
Ministry - all work together.
"This ensures that Xavier is not a
place fraught with turf battles,"
Slepitza said.
-He cited the university's new
Gallagher Center as a place where
all the departments will be united.
About receiving his new appointment, Slepitza said,· "It's a
topic that is easy to get passion- .
ate about. Organizations are as
good as their people and that is
able to tap passion."
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PAGE 18
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Talking about race
"Let's Talk About Race" will
take place in two sessions today.
The first· at 1 p.m. in the
president's lounge is geared toward faculty and staff, but all are
·welcome. The second will take
pJace at 7 p.m. 'in the Buenger
conference room. The purpose is
to provide a setting in which race
relations at Xavier and in Cincinnati can be discussed. Two speakers. will facilitate the discussion.
For more information, contact
Michelle Edwards at 745-4217.

Etiquet~e dinner
The Cent~r for Career and
Leadership Development and the
Williams College of Business are
sponsoring an etiquette seminar
and dinner on Monday, Nov. 5
from 5:30-8:30 p.m. in Banquet
Room 1, Cintas Center.Those attending will be instructed on professional etiquette through a five-.
course meal.Tickets are $15 and
can be purchased at the Center for
Career and Leaden;hip Development located in O'Connor Sports
Center. Deadline for reservations
is Oct.29.
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·IJpperclass ·ho11siQ.g·. date changes
BY LORI GOETZINGER
Campus News Editor

.

The housing selection process
for both upperclass and first-year
students will take place in spring
2002. Previously, the upperclass
lottery took place in the fall.
Th~ change was made as a result ofthe additional housing of
the Commons. ·~1 anticipate that
t_here will be plenty of space for
rising juniors an~ seniors who desire to remain living in on"campus
housing for the 2002-2003," said
Ava Jean Fiebig, director of Residence Life.
. This will allow studentsto have
.
more time to decide where and
with whom they will want to live
next year.
Any student who has at least
sophomore standing as of Oct.I,
2001 may participate in the

upperclass lottery. Off- campus stu- keep other students from rec_eiv- ter the housing process. There is
no way to know if you·
be
dents will again be allowed to par- ing a space.
All residentswill randomly be . ·.. suc~essful in the housing selec-:
ticipate along with· current resi. assigned a lottery numl:Jer: These · . tion unless you show up and pardents. Off-campus students - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·___ ' will be posted tidpate,'' Fiebig said. . . ·
on Feb; 4,
According to Fiebig; students
are not asslgm~d a rottery
2002. Maxi-: residing on campuswili not have
r
. mum occu~ the option of re~contracting for
number but can
pancy is re- the same space except for resiparticipate as
quired to se- dents in 1760·, 1765 and 1767
roommates of
cure a space .Cleaney Ave. apartments and
current· resiin on~campus . 1019 Dana Ave: apartments.
dents.
~entors.
housing: The ..
Residence Life will hold a seThere is a
-'-Ava Jean Fiepig,
lowest lottery ries of informational meetings
·· $200 cancellation fee prior todirector of Residence Life
number of a throughout January and Februpair or group ary. The upperclass housing seMay 15, 2002·
· and a $500 · - - - - - - - - - - - - can be used lectfon will take place on Feb.
to select a 25, 2002 and the first-year seleccancellation
fee after that date. This includes space. Students with high num- tion ".Viii be March 11,.2002. Aftransferring ~r withdrawing ·from bers should still participate in the ter April 2, 2002 open sign~ups
the university. According to Fiebig, selection process, according to begin.
For more information,.contaet
this is because students who are · Fiebig". "Two years ago, there ·
unsure about living on campus may were apartment units left open af- Residence Life at 745-3203.

·will

"I anticinate that_

.

there wi{l.heplenty of.
space for. rising
· · ... d · "

JUntots d:n

'G·ET YOUR···LAUGH ON·'

Affirmative action
O~ Oct.. 23 there will be a rail y
and march to defend affirmative
·action and integration and fight
equality. At.10 a.m. there will
·. be speakout at UC at McMicken
Commons. At 11 a.m. there will
.be ·an· assembly and march at
Clifton arid Taft Avenues. At noon ·
there will \?.e a Mass at fountain
square downtown. The court hearing for the appeal of the Unive.rsity of Mfohigan 's ·i:wo affirrriative action eases will be at 2 p.m.
in the Sixth _Circuit Court of Appeals.

for
a

'·

Pray for peace
On Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. in·
Bellarmine Chapel, the Society of
St. Vincent dePaul is praying for
peace, healing and an end to the
horrors of terrorism and war. All
are welcome. For more
information,email
xustvincent@hotmail.com.

Mayoral candidate
·Fuller to speak
Curtus Fuller, candidate for
Cincinnati mayor will speak Oct.
· 23 at 7 p.m. in Albers 103. The
event is sponsored by Shantytown
and BSA. For more information,
call 924-5897.

Bavarian night
The department of music is
. sponsoring Bavarian night Oct. 19
and 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Long Recital Hall. Tickets are $30 for
adults and $15 for students. For
more information, call 745-3959.

Trustee members
Five individuals were recently
added to Xavier's Board of Trustees. They are Walter C. Deye,S.J.,
Richard Q; Ellenberger, John B.
Maydonovitch, J. Greg Theisen
and Kathy Wade.
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Will Smith takes the !llkroph,one to open ."Get Your Laugh On" on Oct. 13 in Sch.imdt
Fieldhouse to introduce comic Joe Clair. His act Vl!as dedicated to bringing viewers an
insider's look into how sports and hip-hop culture have intertwined. ·
·

Police Notes
Oct. 9,6:38 p.m. -Campus Police and the Cincinnati Fire Department responded to a grass fire on
the hillside behind the Commons.
The fire was extinguished without
incident. Two teenagers were observed running from the area along
the railroad tracks.
Oct. 12, 12:50 a.m. -A student
with the Xavier Alliance reported
someone had placed inappropriate
anti-Alliance posters in Alter Hall.
The posters were removed .
Oct. 12, 1 :32 p;m. - An employee in Logan Hall reported the
theft of $20 and keys from her desk.
Oct. 12, 11 :45 p.m. - Campus
Police responded to a loud party
complaint at the 900 block of Dana
Avenue. The students were advised
to lower the noise and move the
party inside.

Oct. 13, l a.m. - Campus Po' .lice observed an altercation on the
sidewalk near the Romero Center.
According to the female student, a
male student made inappropriate
comments.and she punched him.
Neither party wished to file a complaint.

a warning and they were advised
to break up the party.

Oct. 13, 2:30 p.m. -A subject
was cited for soliciting and trespassing in. the North parking lot.'
The subject was soliciting credit
card applications without authorization.

Oct. 14, 5:30 p.m. -Astudent in Brockman Hall reported a
prank phone call at 1:45 a.m. The
caller claimed to be a police officer and wanted to know if the
refrigerator was running.

Oct. 14, 12:18 a.m . ..,.-- Campus
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a loud party complaint in the
1900 block of Hudson Avenue. in
Norwood. One student was issued

Oct. 16, 2:15-2:20 p.m. -A·
student reported that $22 was
taken out of her purse. She left
the purse unattended in a classroom.

Oct. 14, 1 :26 a.m. - Campus
_Police assisted. :Norwood Police
with a loud party at the 1700
block of Cleaney Avenue .. The
students were issued a warning
and advised to move the party
Oct.13, 2:55 a.m. -An under- • inside.
age student was cited for possession of alcohol and a fake ID. The
Oct. 14, 2:46 a.m. - Someincident occurred around the one placed animal· feces in a mi-.
Husman Hall loading· dock. The crowave on the second floor· of
student was found passed out on a Brockman Hall and turned the
bench.
microwave on.
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CROWD The .stigma of undecided
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XAVIER'S ACADEMIC ADVISING CENTER PROVIDES
MANY RESOURCES TO . HELP STUDENTS FIND THEIR ACADEMIC .. NICHE. ON CAMPUS
.
.

'

·.

BY MELISSA' A. MOSKO
News Features Editor

''IfI can get -

So, uh, what's your major? ·The
.·truth is, about one-third ·of every
incoming freshman .class has no
idea how to respond to this.question.
"It is really frustrating and
frightening to feel completely
clueless about what you want to do
with your life," said AnneCaristi, a
sophomore and recently declared
social work major.· "It's. even worse
when everyone around you seems
. to know exactly what they wantto
do."
Xavier provides many resources
to students who are either undecided or are not sure about what
they want to do after college with
their majors.
One of the best resources is the
Center for AcademiC Advising, located on the first floor of Alter Hau: The director of Academic Advising, Doris Jackson, assists a student with planning his schedule
There Rev. Ed 0'.Donnell, S. J., prior to ·registration.
advises all undeclared freshmen
Another option for students is . grams, or check out the Xavier Web
and Dr. Eric Ander~on advises all want to do, and then students who
may have some idea, but are un- to talk to the chair of a particular page.
undeclared sophomores.
"There is a lot of information out
"The first thing I do is reassure sure about what major best suits department aboutthe ins and. outs
there
that students can get their
them that it is OK to be undecided," them.
of the major.
hands
on;"
"Dr. Anderson directed me to Dr.
"If I can get students to immerse
Anderson said.
Another
option for students is
"The second thing is to find out -themselves in information and Dennis Long, the dean of the soin
on
some academic clubs
to
sit
where students are as far as their weed out what is immaterial and cial work department," Caristi said.
coinciding
with
a particular acainterests goes," he said regarding irrelevant to them, we have come a
. "Both were very helpful when I
demic
interest.
first thought about a nµ1jor-and a
his adviSees.
long way," he said.
- . ·it
· "Itry to hook students up with
He first groups. them into stu~ Anderson 'recommends that stu- possible carreer in social ~ork:"
dents who have no idea what they _ dents go to the Career Services CenWhile the issue is more pressing different clubs and organizations
ter in the O'Connor Sports Center for sophomores than it is for fresh- such as the public relations student
to see. what it is out there for them. men, it can still be just as frustrat- society or the pr~-law society to se~
They have a network of recent ing coming to school without acagraduates that are working in dif- demic direction.
ferent fields that might be ·of help
"Freshmen need to understand
to students. ·
that they still . have . time,"
"The recent graduates might .be O'Donnell said. "It's easy to take
of more help to students than fac- core course~ for two semesters unulty that .haveJ:ieen advising for til you find something."
20 years," Anderson said, "They too · . Most students who coine in un~ ..
were sitting in the chair sweating decided declare their majors in the
bullets
not too long ago."
second semester of their freshman
life~
Career Services also offers a va- year or first semester of their sopho- Anne Caristi, riety of programs that can help stu- more year.
sophomore dents find out what their interests
"During this tiine," O'Donnell
really are and then they can go from said, "it is a good idea to pick up .
there.
some literature about different proI

'1t is really.
frustrating and
frightening to feel
completely clueless
about what you want
to do with your
"

·

~

.

: .

students to immerse
themselves in
information and
weed out what is
immaterial and
irrelevant to them,
we have come a long
way. "
-

Dr. Eric Anderson,
AcademiC Advising

what the people in those majors are
like, and tO give them another per- .
spective," said Anderson.
"There is not nearly as much of
a connection between majors and
careers anymore," O'Donnell said.
"Very few people do the same thing
for the rest of their lives."
O'Donnell ~lso pointed out that
it is also feasible to study under a
broad major and then speCialize
during graduate school and further
along the academic line.
"You only
around the racetrack once," Anderson said, "you
might as well enjoy it.''
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EDITORIAL-

Computer concerns
Last January, the ISS depart-' . fice for an hour to register for classes
ment completed a year-long re- by registering.onlirie.
construction of the campus com~till, the Jabs and 'classes on c.omputer network. • The price? A puters take. muchJonger. Often, at
whopping $3 ·million.
least one computer won't work propNow, any business major (or .erly and the instructor' spends 20 minsomeone who gambles a great utes kicking the C~U and yelling at
deal) could tell you that if you're .the monitor. instead of teaching the
going to lay down that amount of class.
.
And what about all those required
money, you might expect to see a
return. Maybe we are just so in signatures from advisers and deans
awe of this new system that we for registr.ation? You got me. This
are blinded,
whole process
but we can
sounds a little
surely see it
sketchy. Where do
takes twice as
you go to register?
long to downCan you register
. load an mp.3,
from your room?
four times as
l
·
What if. your
tOW
W .
Internet is down?
Jong to print
. out an e-re~
uet
What if your adserve in the
o·
viser forgot to give
.
computer lab
you the go-ahead
to register?. How
and we can
·do
·we do this?
• count on our Internet being down
atleast once a week. The phrase What do we do when we want to
"the server is down" has almost change our schedules? We would like
become slang amongst the stu- some reassurance that the server isn't
den~s here.
going to blow up when we all try to
Geez, I'm so glad we invested get on and register.
We don't ask much. Here is The
our money.
In a Newswire article on Jan. Newswire's list of demands:
31, '.2001, the directorof ISS told
· - Quick, easy Internet access.
- Advanced warnings when the
our reporters that "The system
will be fully functional by next system goes down.
- Working printers in all the
fall." Well, the trees are almost
bare and. my e-r:eserve from last computer labs.
week is still printing.
· -Adequate· speed during peak
Along with the technological traffic hours.
revolution in our society, we here
For a computer system that· reat Xavier are doing our part to· cently had $3 million dollars invested
keep up. Our biology 'labs are all into it, this should not be beyond your
' on computers and we have capabilities. Please, speed it up. ·
snubbed the honored tradition of
waiting outside the registrar's of-

"W'e would like
some reassurance that
the server isn't going
h
to b
up· en we
afl try to
on a. rid
. "
register.
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1nany argue
human beings are
constantly ·seeking ·
possession, be it a car,
a ·house or the bottle
ofperfume. "

a

qut, so we.puII away-with the door
open while I try tb deflate some of
his ass .
W,e eventually get it figured out
and drive away victorious. Does
Jack still exist? Yes. He is deflated
in my closet. Did he serve any purpose at all? Yes. I have many pictures of women kissing him, and,
there is no proof of this, but I think
he may have frightened away an
.intruder once . .Did I need to steal a
six~foot inflatable snowman? Yes.
End of discussion.
What is it about stealing, anyway? Who knows? Many argue
human, beings are constantly seeking possession, be it a car, a house
-or the bottle of perfume. Who was
it who said we would aII become
criminals if there were no consequences? Thank goodness for wax
thumbs.
Perhaps there is more to it than
that, though. Perhaps it is payback
for the Washington Huskies hat
that was stolen from me· years ago.
Perhaps I am lashing out against
my parents for not giving me everything I ever wanted in my life.
Perhaps stores shouldn't charge
$1.49 for a lousy bag of gummy
worms. It's always better when it's
free.

2002 MUSKETEER
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Copy Editors
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becau'se that.is his name; and I went
to Showcase Cinemas to see a
. movie. Upon leaving, we noticed a
full-size, blow-up doll of Jack Frost,
from that unfortunate movie of the
same name starring Michael Keaton
aiia father who turns into a snowman
after he dies.

There is something about stealing that just gives young children
a thrill, no matter their ages.
As a kid growing up, my friend
Nick and I would walk up to _the
local Dairy Mart. While I bought
something, usuaIIy the latest WWF
Spotlight magazine, he would stuff
"j\ A'
something in his pants. Usually it
was a couple packs of Topps' baseball cards with the stick of flavored
cardboard inside of it. Sometimes,
we would strike gold and he'd
make away with bag of gummy
worms. We would run to the
schoolyard and in the shadow of
the churc.h enjoy our booty. (I
wasn't a fool. I knew ifhe ever got
caught, I didn't know him at all.
But those gumniy worms sure were
sweet.)
We both eye the snowman. I tell
On one occasion, he stole a wax him to follow me to the. bathroom. I
thumb; yQu know the novelty give him my keys and tell him to
candy that is usually filled with a pull the car around to the back door.
gelatinous. flavored substance .. - I then proceed into the theater to
Well, when the wax gets a hole in make sure no one is sweeping popit, the substance seeps out, and all corn inside. As I am leaving, I grab
over Nick's pants. Sin can be so Jack and make a beeline for the back
embarrassing s.ometimes.
door.
However, the greatest heist ever
Brendan is not there. So I do the
came many years la.ter, during my only logical thing. I starid there.
second year at Xavier. Another Jack doesn't fit into the car. His third
friend, whom we shall call Brendan baII is too big. We have to let air
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·. , ·:':The ·ffeshmen; sophomores
andjlii}(drs- were' di)iided into
twc>": platoon'~:\yith:three squads
in'~eil¢h,PI4~ooh> A. cdinpetition
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Speech denies America, Church
Special congratulations to Sr.
Joan Chittister for compressing into
one hour a record-shattering
am'ount
of
hand wringing,
fingerpointing, breast ~eating,
jumping to conclusions, bending
facts and the type of information
that Thomas Jefferson labeled
"twistifications."
She gave several condescending
nods to a few successes in our society, (she is actually wrong about
more than one, e.g., how successful
we are at taking care of people who
are depressed) but she sees little
. ·good iri America or in the ~hurch:

,~fllli~. ~~~~II~~~~¥~fi{
{an'di:hlid;)o pl~t ;arid;'find points ·

rectness.

Ii~~~~~iSt: Et;~~fj~~i~~~:~~~~
;'."•>Finally ;:iff~y e~dured the
::cCiritici~nce:col'irse/ an obstacle
'co\lr§e tll,afb~ild~'meri~l confj~.
:c:teh'ce:'ano ·testi; your physical'

if it functions under just laws. But;
of course, political correctness only
includes negatives and sees ail capitalism as corrupt. (For the more ac-

irig ra.:lg~\vith th~Mi6Al·tifle,
Grenade: Assauit

I waited for an hour to hear at
least a passing comment about·the
glories and wonders of the Catho~ic Church - the sacraments, the

···:~~r~%ri~~~·t~·d~v~~~~t~:~·~irr-' ~~~a~e::sw~~~etr:~~~: ~::~an,
·the; ·Hano

·colirs~{HGJ\C)andth~weapomi

'disasseiribly and ~sembly. At
:the firirigrange,the cadets were
giveil'an Ml 6AI rifle; safety in~
structions and: firing tips; . ..
The first s'tep at the firing
range was to zero the rifle to that
cadet zeroing adjusts the sights
· on the rifle. After a cadet zeroed,
•·he/she• 'rriarched' to tile: pop-l1P.
qualifying.· range with pop-up
farg~ts; ·~ome: 300, meters ·away.
Tlji'sXrii~ge tested:tlle•cadets•:
skills·\vith' theMl6'rifle; ·
·•Tile::Hand;Greriaoe'Assault·
· Course was made of s~ven dif.:
.•.· feren(statidns wh~r~ the cadet
.• pr~~ticed several different; tech~
·hiques litllirowing a'·hand gie~
: nade body at· a '_target··.· Points
,· \V~re;~apie~'.for ~roe~r technique·
·.and wbether'or n;orthe '.grenade

devotions, the doctrinal witness of
heroic people down through the
centuries. I heard not a word that
could lead anyone to a greater appreciation of the institution.

"She gave several .
condescending nods
to a few successes in
.our society, but she
sees little good in
America
or in the
. .
Church."
-..·~

.

Quite predictable was her adherence to a leftist, ivory tower academic worldview. Though she has
every right to promote nonsense,
o~e would think that the identification cif ministry with .one
worldview and one end of the political spectrum would be based on
accurate data. For instanc'e, she· re-_
peated the same distortion Bill
Clinton stated in his fast State of
the Union address. Women. are
paid 75 percent of what men are
paid. YetChristina Hoff-Sommers
(Who Stole Feminism and Independent
Women's
Forum,
www.iwf.org) has demonstrated

that when researchers control for
education and experience, the difference vanishes.
Besides, if those evil masters of,
the u'niverse, male executives,
could get the work done 25 percent cheaper wouldn't they hire
only women? Also on a similar
topic, a Korn-Ferry survey showed
that only 14 percent of women
waitt to be the CEO of a company
compared with 46 percent of men .
Discriminatio.1,1? Oh well, in the'
politically correct world facts are
unimportant.
Her elitist ministry of the future
excfodes the parish community.
Her one mention of this institution
was to refer to the pastors as "parish potentates." And yet these are
the servants to· whom people turn
in times of joy, grief and worship.
I'm sure Xavier University will
balance this demonstration ofpo- .
litical correctness with other s·peakers. ·Here is a partial list: Larry Elder, Shelby Steele, Thomas Sowell,
Christina Hoff-Sommers, Sally
Satel and Heather MacDonald.
·
Oh yes, did anyone hear that
. thumping sound? Fr. Bruggeman
rolling over in his grave!
-

Robert E. Wubbolding,

Ed.D.
professor emeritus

A Bright Future Is Smobe Free

Dea.rDoc,
Whatis. better for your body:
alcohol or pot?
Love,.Experimental ·
Dear Expeiimentai,
Neither. ,Excessive.useof i:;ith~r
substance can have significan't '
;h~alth effects. Alcohol- abuse
leads .to 'heart disease;· liver dis~
eas~· and. cancers. ·It can destroy ·
family dynamics andfoad to other
legalproblems (DUI). Marijuana
'.use can lead to throat and lung:
cancers, memory problems and
.exacerbation of mental illnesses.
Be high on life! Don't rely on artificial highs. . -·
·
•

....

..,:~

DearDoc
.
' ·
Can young person have
Alzheimer's? ,I'm forgetting ev·
:ecything• · . , . _
·
·Signed, Forgetful ·
'

a

· ·· _Dear'Forgetful;
Memory problems can· be due:
t() mult_iple causes. Depending on
the individ.ual's age group, it
could be.due to depression, thy~·
roid disease; afoohol abuse, vita~ ·.
min deficiencies' or other· neuro~.
logical diseases; See a physician
. for a complete evafoatiori ..

·Dear Doc,
My feet. are swollen ·and l
can't get up. No really, I'm seeing that· my l'eet have swollen .
spots in them. ·
Signed, Puffy
Dear Puffy,
Swelling in the feet can be
caused by. many. things. It could
be related to problem in the legs
or a systemic illness (heart or kid~
hey problem) .. Seea physician for
'
an evaluation. '
.

a

Call the
XU Tobacco Risk Reduction Program
at74~599

for information about smoking or bow to quit

Questions ans~ered by Dr.
JamesP. Kolierman~ medical
·; ··• ciire~tor of the Health.and
'.Couseling <;enter. ·Questions for:
1J(Jc Talk canib~:;dfopped-ojJ'arthe
::Heaith' aiia:eb~stlink ·Center oP

.t~~i.~#~~d~~~lt~fi~\~&~1,,~6-kMt~1!i
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A personal reflection on the effects of terror
A homily given at St. Fr.ancis.Xavier Church on September 23, 2001.
BY REV. MICHAEL GRAHAM, SJ.
President ofXavier University
I begin as no homilist ever
should, with a disclaimer and a
word of warning, because I intend
today to violate the laws of homiletic etiquette. A homily, you may
know, is always supposed to spring .
from the scriptures of the day as they
illuminate our lives, or, as a kind of
fall-back option, explore, explain
or explfoate the Mass itself. I will
do none of these things today. But
if the Gospel of today is not exactly evident in what follows,
surely the Gospel itself, I hope, will
never be far from view.
I flew tip to Minneapolis for an
alull!ni event last Wednesday, my
first flight since, well, you know.
And· as I was walking down concourse B toward my gate, it was as
if the ground beneath my feet gave
way. There they all were, all around
me, just as they always. are in airports: businessmen on cell phones,
parents shepherding children, folks
grabbing a quick funch at
McDonald~s or picking .up a
Cinnabon to take back home as a
special treat. Just as they always
are, and yet now, somehow, luminous, precious, irreplaceable.
For they were on Wednesday as
their brothers and sisters were a
week ago Tuesday, when they them. selves were immersed in the ordinary routines of airports, unaware
that they stood on the edge first of
terror and then of immortality, as
they flipped through magazines at
newsstands or waited for their row
numbers to be called.'

No one who does not hope and involved.in the middle of what they
faugh and love. No one whose soul instinctively understood was. the
is not bottomless and whose worth . most important thingthey had ever
is not infinite. No one - not one seeir in their lives, and probably
- for whom Christ our Lord did ever would. That was one of their
not die. Our common, simple, reactions: to help, but how?
humdrum humanness blazed like
And their other reactiol)
diamonds for me then, the way it matched it in a curious way, for their
always should - the way, indeed, desire to do something extraordi. it always does, and so therefore, the nary spreading in part from the terway it always can, the way it al- rible, terrified sen$e that all the orways must, if we would but open dinary efforts and moments in their'
wide our eyes ·and open wider our lives had somehow been rendered
hearts to see it.
measly .and meaningless. Something so vast.and so horrible and so
incomprehensible had happened to
them, the ground beneath their.feet
had shifted so suddenly, so violently and so unalterably, that they
felt as if the lives that they had led
until then had shrunk to a kind of
puny insignificance. What did all,
of this matter anymore - studies;
Xavier, careers, anything, everything - in· light of the darkness
that suddenly engulfed them?
And, indeed, those were several
of my own reactions: the need to
do something hopeful and heroic
(as if I could somehow make myself worthy to belong to the.same
people as those who had resisted
the hijackers miles above PennsylThree weeks ago today, as luck vania), and a sense of pervasive
would have it, I had'"the pleasure of helplessness and frustration with
witnessing the wedding of a young the ordinary rounds of life as well.
couple against the· backd~op of
Cincinnati's Labor Day fireworks.
Several days before that, I got news
that a couple whose wedding !'witnessed a few years back had a son
and would I be available for the
o;
Baptism? Did Megan and Jeremy
know the world in which their marriage would carry them? OrdidTim
its~lf
and Susan understand all that
awaited little Will?
None of them could have, no
J
more than any of us could have, no
' more than I fully understood whatl
was being i~aug~rated Into when
last I stood m this sanctuary and
our Board Chair, Mike Conaton,

"What did all of
this matter anymore
. - studies, Xavier,
careers, anything,
everything- in
light ofthe darkhess ·
that suddenly
engulfed ·them?"

that question of me now: So, Mike,
what are you learning from all of
this? Wharare yo~ learning? It is
as if my entire life has become one,
big, four-part existential question
posed to heaven itself in these last
twelve days: what does mylittle
lifemean? Whatmightldotomake
a difference, any difference? How
do I want this to change me? And
whatam I learning?
Wednesday's airport epiphany,
it is clear to me now, was God's thundering answer.to my confused questions. That all the ordinary; humdrum, routine rounds of our Jives
as husbands and wives, as sons and
daughters, as mothers and fathers,
as sisters and brothers - above all
· else, as sisters ~nd brothers - have
not been shrunk into meaninglessness. but by the terror of Sept. 11,
they have been enhanced, enlarged,
ennobled.
We may not be called upon to
contribu_te heroically and publicly
to the effort to push our planet back
into its proper orbit- though some
of us may yet be called and all ofus
are called to give blood or money
or assistance as we can- but all of
us, each and every one of us, is sum. moned to the same private heroism
that has always been our call,
though now with added m:gen~y.
For I believe this: that small acts
ofselfless good- unheralded, unknown, unsung - have always
made our country and our people
great through the shear accumula-

My sense of dislocation as revelation continued on board the
plane itself as the flight attendant
ticked through her talk about seat
belts and oxygen masks, about
portable cellular devices and white
lights leading to red lights at the
exit doors., What could be more
numbingly ordinary, I thought to
myself, and yet her smile seemed
suddenly noble, heroic.
I sensed as well a sort of secret
kinship with my fellow passengers
at that instant, for I knew somehow
that similar words pumped like
adrenalin through all our souls:
please, God; please, God; please,
God. Tears and scales fell from my
eyes, and I saw clearly how we were
all the same: all mortal, all fragile,
all lovely, all wounded, all wondering.
·

''But we willmake ·
our contribution best
when we dim our
blows against that
most ancient
a.dversary ofour
comrh~n humaniry
and stand in
·solidariry together
beneath the banner
ofour crucified
Lord."

Nor did that dark day ·and its
deadly deeds undo the great words
of Jesus in Matthew 25. The hungry still hunger and the thirsty still
thirst. There are still the sick and
imprisoned that we can comfort, the
stranger we can welcome, the naked we can clothe. And more: there
remain their brothers and their sisti on of their numbers, and not just ters - our brothers and our sisters
the large and public acts of hero- who need us desperately still,
ism that we celebrate in history and perhaps even more so now.
·books and on holidays. Adam .
All aroul)d us are those who live
Smith foresaw an invisible hand in fear, who live without hope, who.
.rising up from individual acts for live with strikes against them that
private gain, giving them guidance they cannot compre~end. Injustice
and setting in motion the great will remain unless we declare a culwheel of commerce and capitalism. tural war against it - a war that,
But we are better than that, you like another war I have heard tell
and I, and we are called to more. .of, will know no boundaries and
For it is in an invisible heart that last for years. Our hands may not
our own small acts of public giv- rebuild New York, yours and mine,
ing and public good create, a heart but we can rebuild our own city,
.
that beats above and beneath this can we not: rebuild our Cincin'J
land we love, a heart that makes nati, rebuild our Over-the-Rhine,
yet here they are, here we are, and
here I am.
our land itself so lovable in the first rebuild our West End, where hopes
Pastoring has been a goodly part
place and our people still more and hearts have Iain in .heaps and
of presidenting in the last dozen
lovely and lovable by far; That rubble, smoldering for far longer a
days or so. I found myself over and
heart would beat if we would but time than since last April when the
over and over again with students;
let God's warm breath blow upon smoke here finally cleared?
over and over and over again askour hearts.
A new war is upon us now, it
ing them how they were doing with
But I would add a third and a
seems, and we do not know why.
all of this, over and over and over fourth sense to theirs, a pair of quesPerhaps God does. But this war, as
again· listening as their bewilder- tions, really, that began to emerge
all war, is located within a larger
ment and their deep emotions early on and that have grown
war. That war is as old as the hue
settled into one of two places. Per- steadily stronger since. One was
man race and it will not conclude
haps these places will sound famil- triggered by the reply a Spanish
until the kingdom comes. We are
iar.
teacher gave her students when
on the home front of America's new
On the one hand, they wanted they asked her if this would change
war, you and I, and we will make
to do something. They wanted to them, and she replied that, yes, it
our contribution there, here.
lash out somewhere, wreak havoc, would, it would change them, but
But we will make our contribuseek revenge, butthey didn't know that they would be the ones to de- ·
tion best when we aim our blows
how or to whoni or where. But cide how.
against that most ancient adversary
much stronger than the urge for venThe other question is one I alof our common humanity" and stand
geance - much stronger - was ways imagined that God would ask
in solidarity together beneath the
their desire to help. To pray, yes, me on some far off future someday
banner of our crucified Lord. Let
but also to do. To give blood, but as we watched the great video tape
us open our eyes to the beauty of
giving blood wasn't enough. To of my concluded life together, ask
our neighbor and an their luminous
donate to the relief effort itself, but me as that tape captured moments
need, and, in better serving them,
no donation could be enough ei- that I really, really, really wished it
Frozen in fear on Sept. l I, that heal the hopes of a wounded nather. .To give to New York, some- hadn't and certainly not so that He great heart yearns to hope and to tion and, what is more, gain the glad
how, anyhow, and lend a hand, their ·could see it with me and ask His live and to Jove, just as our hearts gratitude of a grateful God.
hand, to the effort; to somehow be question, but here He was, asking do, for that is what God m!ide hearts

'1t is as ifmy entire
life has become one,
biu.,·four-p_art
existential question
posed to heaven
..
in these last twelve
."Tears and scales
.darys: what' aoes my
.and
fellfa'Om m11'.! . eves
._, · '
little ltifil! ·mean?
·
1 saw clearly how we
·
l' 1 h
What might I do to
Were a /, t. e same:
make a difference,
all mortal, all fragile, :!:~~e~~; :~:~i:Y ~e~~v~~~ an diiffi."'f!rence?. How
11
all lovelv, all
do I want this to .
WOUnded, afl
change me? And
wondering._"
what am I learning?"
'.fJ

to do in the first place. .
We shine out. when our hearts
shine out; an4 our hearts shine out
when our good deeds do. Sept. 11
did not nullify th.e Beatitudes,
friends; so let us remember the poor
we are called to serve and the peacemakers we are called to be.

"For I believe this:
· that small acts of
selfless goodunheralded,
unknown, unsunghave always made
our country and our·
people great ... "
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An examination· of America's· response
A debate on whether or not action against Mganhistan is the best thing for our country.

The United States must assert its power, punish the guilty
sands of innocent lives." The
BY JOE ANGOLIA
shockwaves have hit thousands of
Editor-in-Chief
With our nation involved in a grieving friends and family, disglobal conflict, the question we as rupted our lifestyle and our
American citizens should .be ask- economy. The effects of Sept. 11
ing ourselves is not wheth~r or not stretch from the missing. persons,
we should attack Afghanistan, but to the memorial services to the thousands of Americans who are now
to what extent?
A passive "let's move on from unemployed.
here" approach isn't going to work
in this case. It wasn't one plane that
was hijacked by a distraught pasnatio~.
senger; This was a calculated attack
- some experts say it took years of
planning - which has seized the
American way oflife and still holds .
it hostage over a month later.
Are we supposed to just sit back .
and accept the aftermath of this tragedy that was brought upon us? ·
Should we accept the message that
bin Laden is trying to teach us, that
.our society is evil?
The United States is what it is
They have altered our way oflife
today because, since the birth _of
our country, we have refused ,to be. and our sense of security with .acts
silent to groups wielding terror. We of violence which cry out for jus~
have struck with force and convic- . tice. The tragedy brought upon our
tion .. Our "leader of the free world" nation requires· our nation to step
title was bestowed on ·us because up and assert to the world that we
of this force and conviction. The are still the United States of
rest of the world has faith in our America, the most powerful counconviction. We cannot Jet that faith try in the world. We will still stand
strong, and we will not be bullied
waver.
The events" of Sept. 11 robbed by any disillusioned, self-righteous
our nation of much more than thou- extremists.

This isn't a problem exclusive.
to our nation, either. Terrorism is as
real in New York City as it is in London. By Jetting this act go unpunished, We will be opening up the
doors· across the globe for any dis.· gruntled, militant group to take
action against the world and spread
their message. It's a terrible thing
to live in fear, which is exactly
·where our world might be headed.
We as a global community cannot afford to "turn the other cheek,"
and then wait for another violent
group to terrorize innocents and go
unpunished~ Punishment is a valuable tool in our sodety and in societies around the world. We use it in
raising children, in our court systems and in our global relationships. To forego appropriate pun-·
ishm!!nt, we s~nd the message that
bin Laden does not have to follow
societal standards and may do what
· he chooses.
What happened to our country
were acts of war, planned assaults
on the stability of our nation, which
will forever change our perceptions
of the world and sense of security.
We have only seen the onset of this
war.
With the FBI reporting that bin
.
Laden is involved in the spread of
Anthrax throughout the states, it is
clearer now than ever 6efore that

needs
to step up andassert
to the world that we
. are still the United
States ofAmerica, the .
. mostpowerful
country in the world.
"Our

.

he is a problem that needs to be
taken care of. It's hard enough to
.crush a group with real belief in a
cause; nearly impossible when
coupled with money and suicidal
followers.
We must be careful in seeking
out justice, to do so fairly, without
losing l!nnecessa.ry innocent life or
straying .from the path of the just.
In the best case scenario, the
Taliban would have handed over
bin Laden to U.S. authorities. With
him in our possession, the FBI
could have discovered any future
plans and examined the Sept. 11
attacks.·

"To forego
appropriate .
· punishrn:ent, we send
·the message that bin· Laden does not have
to follow societal
standards. "
Yet we are now engaged in a
manhunt and our diplomacy is suffering greatly because of it. Bush's
"us and them,'' "you're either with
us or..ryou're a terrorist" attitu_de is

the wrong way to go about this process. In searching for our ownjustice we need to be cautious So as
not to overstep our powers. Fore- .
irig countries into compliance with
our actions through intimidation is
no way to affirm the virtue in our
cause.
Justice must be served. Our
nation's legal. system was founded
on the principle of, "do something
wrong, you will be punished accordingly." Our nation demands
that someone be held accountable
and punished. But it's a dangerous
game we are getting involved in.
It's absurd to think this situation
could not easily escalate to the use
of biological weapons.
Proceed with caution, but Jet
justice be served. _Bomb the rat out
of his hole. Force the Taliban to
come to a decision ~ protect their
country by serving up bin Laden
or take up sides with him. The
United
States
wishes this to be a .
.
'
simple case o~ extradition, with no
more innocent lives lost. Our whole
way of life and belief system is being attacked and it will have psychological repercussions for years.
Choosing to avoid solving the
problem will only lead to a vulnerable, defeated United States.

U.S. should counter hatred with peace, wait to· use force
Couldn't we have waited.for the
BY ERIN NEVIUS · dust of the World Trade Center to
Op-Ed Editor
About a month after the attacks clear before inore blood was shed?
on the World Trade Center and the
And how can we be angry at
Pentagon, the United States Arab nations such as Pakistan, Saudi
launched its "War on Terrorism'' by Arabia and Egypt for being terrigiving an ultimatum to the world: fied of letting us use their country
you are either for terrorism ·or to aid hi our military strikes? Teragainst it. Two. of_ these things dis- ror and guerilla warfare already rage
turb me- one, that we only waited in their nations. Poverty, death and
one month after the death of 5,000 fear already control their people ..
innocent people to begin a war that How can they be Hfor terrorism"
will claim rriore lives; and two, we when they are merely trying not to
are offering no choice for those inflict more suffering on their
countries -who would chose to re- people by getting involved in a war·
main pacifists.
that has nothing to do with them?
Terrorists would not hesitate to
strike against them if they thought
those countries were helping the
United States.
Then there is our decision to
bomb Afghanistan. I have an interesting fact for you - not one Afghan has been linked to a terrorist
attack against the United States.
Remember, as we are dropping food
. by day and bombs by night, that
Afghanistan is merely the country
we think is harboring terrorists
It seems to me as though the de- against the United States.
cision to begin a military campaign
Let's examine these terrorists,
was hasty, perhaps because of the bin Laden and the Al-Qaeda. They
overwhelming need for the Ameri- are from Arab n·ations that defican people to do something, pun- nitely foster the idea we are evil, if
ish those who committed this hor- not openly approving of violence
rific act and self-medicate our col- agaii:ist us. These fanatical sects of
lective, bleeding heart. Couldn't we the Islamic religion truly believe
have found another way to feel jus- they !lr,e embarking on a holy .war
tified, or to satisfy ourselves, be- against an evil empire, an empire
fore we rushed into more violence? corrupted, greedy and heartless.

''Not one :Afghan
has been linked to a
terrorist attack
against the. United.
States."

Arab c-ountries are jealous of us.
But think of what their lives are

I don't.think

·innocent Afghans
with no connection
to the evil Taliban
. government should
have to die so we can
make ourpoint·-·isn't that what the
terrorists did to us?
like - wouldn't you be jealous?
Wouldn't you be angry at a country that you see on TV as·happy
and careless? A country where
people are free to travel, and speak
and write, while in your country
terrorist acts, killings and fear are a
normal, acceptable part of existence? Wouldn't it incense you if
this country chose to aid your bitter enemy, or chose to launch a war
among you in order that their oil
would be cheaper?
The United States is' not without blame. I am in no way justifying the horrific way in which the
terrorists chose to act upon their
feelings, but I am saying that these
men had their reasons. And I believe it is to our benefit to under-

stand those reasons and possibly we.should realize that American
intervention and aid may prevent
negotiate before we launch a war.
Understanding the terrorists may this way of thinking, which leads
be the only way to win the "War on ·· to terrorist attacks.
I am not saying action should
Terrorism." -The "terrorists' misunderstandings and misrepresenta- not be taken against Afghanistan
tions of Americans Jed to these atro- for harboring bin Laden, if he is, in
cious. acts :_ we cannot be forced fact, there, and I definitely feel that .
into action· before we understand bin Laden should be found and
their ways, their culture and their broughtto justice. But ldon 't think_
religion; or we will make our own innocent Afghans with no connecfalse assumptions about what they tion to the evil Taliban government
stand for and what they want. We should have to die so.we can make
must ·remember - not only did our point::- i~n 't that what the terthese men kill, they also died. To rorists did to us?
put their own lives on the line, they .
Bush; in the beginning, resisted
had to believe they were doing war. He started by cutting off all
something "right.
aid, monetary and otherwise, to ArOur anger has not promoted un- ghanistan, but did not wait to see
derstanding. It has championed re- this to fruition. Had he continued
actions - increased patriotism and this boycott longer, the country
Jove for our fellow countrymen, ri- would have felt its effect. But he .
ots and hate crimes against Mus- waited only· a few days to begin
lims, and, most recently, the "War bombing the already war-torn counon Terror.ism." This has given our try, I'm sure rationalizing that this
country something to focus on, will bring about th.e desired result
something to hold us together and sooner. And maybe it will, maybe
makes us feel as though our anger "they will turn over bin Laden
will be satisfied and the wrongs sooner, but innocent people will
committed against us made right, have to die.
but it is no way to fight against the
Please remember that I have prehate which inspires terrorism.
sented an anti-war argument, not
Maybe a way to dissolve the an anti-America argument. The two
hate - the reason of the attacks in things are very different, and I feel
the first place and the surest way to as though the nation, in this recent
see that they don't happen again outpouring of patriotism, has them
- is to help instead of bomb. We confused. It is possible to Jove your
have aided Arab nations before, and country but disapprove·of war.
a radical, insane sect of 40 people
should not stop us now. If anything,

.~
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FBI links anthrax· case to.·terrorists
EVIDENCE POINTS TO TIE BETWEEN HIJACKERS AND FLORIDA OUTBREAK AS BUSH REJECTS O~FER FROM. TALIBAN TO NEGOTIATE
BY RON HUTCHESON

Knight-Ridder Tribune

WASHINGTON - Federal investigators looked for links Sunday between the recerit anthrax scares in
New York, Florida and Nevada and
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, as President Bush emphatically rejected an
offer to negotiate. made by
Afghanistan's Taliban regime.
In Boca Raton, Fla., the FBI on
Sunday confirmed the first clear link
. between the hijacking suspects and
American Media Inc:, the tabloid
company and one of its publications
hit by an anthrax attack. The Sun
editor's wife, who works for a real .
estate firm, rented a Delray Bea~h
apartmentthis summer to two hijackers killed in the Sept. 11 suicide mis-

sio~~e. Sun employed photo editor
Bob Stevens, who died earlier this
month from inhalation anthrax. Two
other AMI employees were exposed,
and five more are being retested to
confirm positive blood test results.
In New York, Mayor Rudolph
· Giuliani said a police officer and two
lab technicians who had helped investigate an anthrax case at NBC
were being treated for exposure to
the bacteria. The three unidentified
patients did not develop symptoms
and are expected to be fine.
That brought to 12 the number of
people confirmed to have come in
contact with anthrax in the United
States since Sept. 11.
·
In Nevada, officials said they do
not expect anyone there to develop
the diseas.e. "We are very optimistic
that we
see no human cases of
anthrax from this incident," said Barbara Hunt of the Washoe County district health office in Nevada.

will

Attorney General John boring a terrorist, and they need to
Ashcroft said he has "real suspi- turn him over."
For the first time, he described
cion" - but no hard evidence thanhe anthrax cases are tied to Christian relief workers being held
the attacks on the World Trade in Afghanistan as "hostages."
Center and the Pentagon. He also Eight aid workers, including two
said thatfederal inv.estigators are Americans, are awaiting trial in
looking for nearly 200 people Kabul on charges of preaching
· with possible ties fo the Sept. 11 Christianity, a crime punishable by
attacks.
death in Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, U.S. warplanes
Bush, issuing another ultimacontinued to pound targets in Af- . tum, said the Taliban should turn
ghanistan Sunday, as bombing over bin Laden and his followers
raids against the Taliban and in al~Qaida, destroy terrorist camps
Osama bin Laden's terrorist net- in Afghanistan and "release the hoswork entered the second week.
tages they hold," he said.

"There's nothing to negotiate about. [The
Taliban} is harboring a terrorist, and they
need to turn him over . . . There's .no need
~
to discuss innocence or guilt. "We know [bin
Latj,en] 's guilty. "
·-President Bush

Returning to the White House
after a weekend at the Camp
David presidential retreat, Bush
bristled with anger when asked
about reports that the Taliban was
willing to negotiate the fate of bin
Laden. Deputy Prime Minister
Haji Abdul Kabir said the Taliban
would consider sending bin
Laden to a neutral third country
to stand trial if the United States
would end air strikes in Afghanistan.
. "There'.s nothing to negotiate
about," Bush said. "They're har-

As for bin Laden, Bush said,
"There's ~o need to discuss innocence or guilt. We know he's ·
guilty."
.
The outbreaks of anthrax sent
jitters around the globe, leading to ·
a rash of false alarms.
Federal officials expressed fears
that the false alarms would divert
attention from real cases. Ashcroft
warned that the federal government
would prosecute anyone who attempts explo!t anthrax fears.
Taliban spokesman Sohail ·
Shaheen acknowledged that eight ·

Anti-American protestors in Pakistan beat and burn an
effigy of President Bush during a rally to protestuthe
military strikes in Afghanistan.
straight days of bombing raids and
missile attacks had taken a toll, but
he added, "The real war starts when
ground troops enter Afghanistan."
In marked contrast to .the talk of
negotiation from other Taliban
leaders, ·Shaheen said the regime

would never surrender bin Laden.
He told ABC that U.S. air strikes
had killed at least 400 civilians.
"It is better to be destroyed than
to surrender to might and arrogance," he said.

Military enlists aid.of Hollywood writers
GROUP DEVISES POSSIBLE TERRORIST PLANS TO HELP ARMED FORCES'
PREPARE FOR NEW' UNORTHODOX ATTACKS
..
BY KAREN BRANDON

Chicago Tribune

MARINA DEL REY, Calif. - In
some respects the meeting was just
another brainstorming session, with
the entertainment industry's creative
minds trying to concoct plausible yet
unexpected disaster scenarios, the
kinds of plot twists that drive the
action and disaster terrorist movie
genre.
But over the 1.ast two weeks, a
group.drawn from Hollywood's talent pool has begun imagining what
possible terrorist attacks could befall the nation next, not for the sake
of entertainment, but for the sake of
national security.
The group, comprised of what is
said to be fewer than I 00 entertainment industry representatives volunteering for the job, was convened at
Army's request to help the military
"think out of the box" about terrorism and how to respond.
The idea of tapping fiction writers to dream up the possible parameters of terrorism, a move that once
might have seemed far-fetched, no.
longer sounds outlandish to many.
Before Sept. 11, who would have

imagined that hijackers would
pilot commer~ial airliners in coordinated attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon?
"The hope was that by tapping
into this creativity, maybe they
would come up with. new ideas,"
said Richard Lindheim, the executive director of the research center that assembled the group, the
Institute for Creative Technologies, an unusual collaboration
combining elements of. Hollywood and Silicon Valley, the military anq. academia.

SIMULATING POSSIBLE
REALITY
Following multiple, five-hour
sessions he described as intense,
Lindheim declined to detail any
of the scenes imagined by participants. "I think you can understand that if I discussed the contt';nt, the value of it would b.e diminished," he. said.
Such sessions, which may continue if they prove valuable, represent only one facet of the collaborative work at the institute,
created at the University of South-

ing as the most popular movies,
ern California two Yl'!ars ago with a of potential· terrorist actions.
$45 million investment from the
This is not the first time Holly- television shows and video games.
Army. The institute was conceived wood has been recruited for war. The premise for the institute is that
after a report from the National Re- . During World War II, the entertain- . the military's new missions call for
search O;mncil, which serves as an ment industry was enlisted for gov- a new kind of.training.
independent adviser to the govern- ernment propaganda, with famed
"The Army can teach a soldier.
ment on scientific and technical director Frank Capra, for instance, how to fire a weapon, but making
questions of national importance, making a series of movies for the split-second choices in high-prescalled for defense and entertain- War Department.
sure situations requires another
ment industries to collaborate on
Nor is this the first time the kind of training," said Lindheim,
simulation technology.
worlds of fantasy and reality have the former executive vice presiFrom futuristic offices designed intersected. in unexpected ways: dent of Paramount Television
by Herman Zimmerman, th.e pro- Submarines were imagined by the Group and the founder of its Digiduction designer for ·five "Star science fiction writer Jules Verne tal Entertainment division. "Our
Trek" films and .the television se- before they patrolled the seas. Flip mandate is to make all soldiers
ries, "Star .Trek: The Next Genera- phones were ubiquitous on "Star better decision-makers.
tion,'~ participants essentially are
"In the virtual world you can
Trek" years. before they. were carcombining their eclectic skills to . ried .in many people's purse or do anything, and if ·you m.ake a
. create "virtual battlefields,'' capable pocket. In 1996, author Tom mistake, you hit the reset button
of changing with the touch of but- Clancy envisioned a terrorist crash- and start over again.''·
tons. When completed, these simu- ing a jetliner into the Capitol.
lations will present soldiers with
realistic training for the kinds of
TRAINING VIA
situations they may encounter in
HOLLYWOOD
the new missions that the· military
faces.
Against a backdrop of this hisThe institute's creative resources tory, the center is using show busialso have been called upon to ness' tried-and-true dramatic methbrainstorm about the next genera- ods and its most advanced technotion of military vehicles, the de- logical capabilities, many of them
sign of"smarter" military uniforms, still being invented and perfected,
·and, most recently, the next wave to make military training as engag-
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lo()k UP to you, too.

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can te.ach where t~e Redwoods soaralong with ttie hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application
and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now.
Visit our website atwww.calteach.com or call toll-free, 1-888-CalTeach.
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Left Coast Rig.ht Job. su

HAVE YOU.
CONSIDERED THE
FIELD OF
CHIROPRACTIC?

200 East Roosevelt Road
Lombard, Illinois 60148-4583
wviw.nuhs.edu ·
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PREPARING.
.
. . fDR
7
DllBllBIAM.

HOURS

-i
.You Can·Live With
Take your.career experience to the bank. Fihh Third
offers schedules that fit your life and a professional
team environment with oppottunity to get a_head.. We're
one of America's strongest banks .and just the place for
your ambitions, Join us::
.
· .: : ·
'
.

NHD TD MIU THI 150-HDURIDUCATIDNAl. RF
QUIREMJNTS fDR OHIO, IND JANA, DR KENTUCKY? .

·.11111~1!1ma11~1.·.

·.COLLECTORS
FULL·TIME' AND PART·TIME
tor. energetic individuals ~ho are looking ior ~reat career

We're !ooking
opportunities in our
expand1~g ~ollect~ons Department Can~1dates mu~t have .a st~ady work history and excellent
comm.urnca~1on skills, as well as the desire to work in a fast-paced environment.. Prior collections
experience 1s a plus, but not necessary..
.
·
: .
. ,

the Master
ol Accountancy is a 30 semester hour program ior
..
run-time students. Graduate assistantships and scholarships are
available. The M.Acc is an AACSB·lnternational accredited program.
.

Full-time hours are:

• Mond11y~Wednesday, Bam-5pm, Thursday, Bam-9pm, Friday, Bam-12noon
(Some overtime may be required.)
·
.
•Monday-Thursday, 10am-7pm, Friday, Bam-5pm
·
Reference Code: DAJCOL
Part-time hours are:

fDR fURTHIR INFORMATION,· CONTACT:

.

DR: LESLIE lURNER Al (859) ·5i2-B657 DR lURHIRl@NKU.IDU
.

.

.

Ill.Ill.Ill/~ A"llllAICY

~.

•Monday-Wednesday, !ipm-9pm, Saturday, Bam-12noon, Sunday, Bam-12noon,
5pm-9pm rotating Sundays.
Reference Code: DAJPTC

NORTHERNKENTUCKYY
UNIVERSIT

·COLLECTION CLERICAL/SPECIALTY UNIT
Our ideal c~ndidate must be able to work in a fast-paced, high volume department. Strong· inter-.
pe.rsonal skills and a dynamic, aggressive personality are a mustl Must be PC literate, detailonented an~ possess stron~ organizational skills. Full-time hours are Monday-Friday, Bam-5pm
(som.e overtime may be required). Repossessing experience a plus.
·

We offer better advantages with more paid holidays than many retailers, as well as:
• Flexible day-time schedules
•Tuition assistBnce
• Off-shift bonus·
• Motivated, friendly team
• Company-matched 401 k plan
• Conipany-paid profit sharing .
.
• Chance to advance
• Excellent medical, dental, vision coverage
Join the best people gaining the best advantages for their future. Please call Deborah at: 513-7443076, ~r forwa!~ a resume1 indic~ting Position Title and Reference Code: DAJCOL or DAJPTC (for the
part-time pos1t1ons), to: Fifth Th11d Bank, Resume Processing Center, P.O. Box 2531, Cincinnati; OH
45201-2531. Fax: 888-892-4115. Email: jobs@53.com. Fifth Third Bank is an equal opportunity employer.

in!if!~T!~~}!~;.~~~...

$$$$$ EARN CASH FOR SEMESTEa $$$$$
Work Sunday or Friday
$9.00 I Hr.+ Attendance Bonus
Gen~ral labor work at Greater Cincinnati Airp9rt.
·
·
Will train.
·
Call CBS Companies today!!!
Florence (859) 371-5558

)

.

ICingu/ar Wireless Stores I
Business Sales Office, (513) 588,3800
CINCINNATI (513) 347-2050*.
. OOWNTOWN (513) 651-9987*
EAST CINCINNATI (513) 528-6700'
FLORENCE, KY (859) 371-3444•
. FOREST PARK(513) 589-3240*
TRI COUNTY (513) 346·7720*
NOW OPEN'

WOODLAWN (513) 782-2920

IAuthorized Agents I
ALEXANDRIA, KY
Midwest Cellular Group, (859) 635·6655*
BLUE ASH Alpha Communications, (513) 792-9055
CINCINNATI Car Fone of Cincinnati, (513) 421-3663
COLERAIN Alpha Communications, (513) 923-9380
DELHI Alpha Communications, (513) 922-7166
DILLIONVALE
Alpha Communications, (513) 791-3077
DRY RIDGE, KY Com· Tech, (859) 824-9191
EAST CINCINNATI
Competitive Communicat16ns.(Newtown)
(513)271-1800
Executive Cellular, (513) 753-2200
FAIRFIELD Fairfield Cellular & Paging, (513) 86().2355.
FIELDS ERTEL RD. Access Wireless, (513) 677·8980 .
GLENDALE MainelyWireless, (513)772-9111 .

'•/

Also available at these SEARS locations: .
CINCINNATI Eastgate Mall, (513)943-1203* ·
Northgate Mall, (513) 741-1924*
FLORENCE, KY
Florence Mall, (859) 647-7114*
SPRINGDALE Tri County, (513) 671-6790*
Also available at these Wal-Mart locations:
FIELDS ERTEL(513) 677-8825
FLORENCE, KY (859) 282-8260
TYLERSVILLE 1513) 755-7999
, TRI COUN1Y(513)671-1780

HAMILTON
.
All About Wireless, (513) 867-9191, (513) 894·3624
HARRISON Midwest Cellular Group, (513) 202-0550
LEBANON Executive Cellular. (513) 934-2355
LOVELAND Executive Cellular, (513) 677-8800
MT. ORAB Executive Cellular. f937) 444-1122
NEWPORT, KY Airlink Wireless, {859) 291-5465
NORTH COLLEGE HILL
Airlink Wireless, (513) 521-3400
NORWOOD Pagerland, (513) 841-1300
OXFORD All About Wireless, (513) 523-3090
SYMMS TWP. Alpha Communications, (513) 583-1000
WESTCHESTER Progressive Cellular, (513) 759-5500
Alpha Communications, (513) 755· 1988.
WESTERN HILLS
Aftermarket Quality Accessories, (513) 598-2600

IAuthorized Retailers· j ·
For(rtJedoli11•ry, . · ·
call 1·866·CINGUlAR.

With ActiY11ion

Hurryl
"
This great phone offer
Is only avallable
for a llmlted time.
Downloadable
Rlng~ones

NOKIA
e;OOO!Cl'INl3 Pl!oPLB
5165

·•

Mobll.e Messaging
and Chat

'

Get 250 anytime minutes, plus choose
two of the following with a $29. 99 rate plan:

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www.cingular.com

~

cingular·M
WIAELESS

----·-------

What· do you have to say?"
1·866-CINGULAR

Service offer avallabf" ra
now erid ulstfng c1n1omers.

Ph on a price ond Df(ar
may vary by location.

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 2-year contract for eligible Clngular calling plans
required. Offer cannol be combined with any special offers. Early termination .and activation fees apply. Night and
weekend hours·are Monday to Friday 10:01 pm to 5:59 am and all day Saturday and Sunday. Long distance charges
apply unless you.have also chosen the long distance oplion. Nationwide Long Dlslance applies to calls orlglnellng from
your Home Calling Area and terminating rn the U.S. Airtime charges apply lo long distance calls. Wireless Internet
raqulras a WAP-enabled phone. Wireless Internet access applies lo access charge only and per minute usage charges
apply. Wireless lnlernet Is only avallable In selecl ClngularWlraless ~ervlce areas. Wireless Internet Is not equivalent to
landllne Internet. Third Party conlenl provider!! may Impose addltlonal charges. Reier to Wireless lnlernel brochure for
addlllonal details. Calls subject 10 laxes, long distance, roaming, unlver.;al service fee or other charges. Package
. minutes and unllmlled nlghl and weekend minutes apply to calls made.or received within local calling area. Airtime In
excess of any package minutes will be charged al a per minute rate of $.15 lo $.50. Dig Ital phone and ClngularWireless
long distance are required; Airtime and other measured usage ara·rounded up 10 Iha next full minute at the end of each
· call for bllllng purposes. Unused package minutes do nol carry forward lo Iha next bllllng period and are
fortelled. Ringlones are available only on select phon.es and In select Clngular Wireless service areas. l\l
The charge for Rlngtones Is Incurred one lime, each time ou download a Rlngtone. Messagln service \1
·
·
and user provided Internet access raqulrail for Rlngtones. ~pllonal features may be cancelled aVterlnlllal .
~
lerm of the service contract Olher conditions and reslrlcllons apply. See conlract and slore for delalls.
- ~
©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the'5100 series phones are trademarks of Nokia ~
Corpora lion and/or Its affiliates. Clngular Wireless. 'What do you have to say?' and the graphic Icon are .. ~
Service Marks of Clngular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Clngular Wiroless LLC. All righls roserved.
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BRIEFS
>·Matt Miller, Editor .
>Sports Desk: 745,-2878
>XUSPORTS@HOTMAIL~COM

Musketeer
Madness
The men's and women's basketball teams officially kick off
their seasons this weekend at the
Cintas Center.
The men's event starts at 7
p.m. on Friday .with the doors
opening at 6. A40-minute scrimmage will begin by 7:30 p.m.
Musketeer Madness will also
feature giveaways; contests, and
a "Meet the Musketeers" autograph session.
New head coach Thad Matta
is expected to .address the students for the first time outside
the Cintas Center after the scrimmage at 8:30 p.m.
The women's event will be.
held on Sunday at4 p.m. Doors
will open at 3 p.m. The women's .
scrimmage will start at 4:30 p.m.
and will be followed by a simi-.
lar autograph session.

Women to
hold ·tryouts

~.

SPORTS
.

week o/OCTOJJER 17, 2001

The XU women's baskeball
team will hold walk-on tryouts
on Wednesday, Oct. 17 atl p.m.
The tryouts will be held in the
Kohlhepp Family Auxiliary
Gym in the Cintas Center. Please
call 745-3414 to register.

Men an:pounce
WB· schedule
WB64-TV has announced
that it will televise seven basketball ·games this season. The
schedule opens on Nov. 24 in Indianapolis when XU takes on
Missouri in the Wooden Tradition.
Two home games, Wisconsin
(Dec. 10) and George Washing-·
ton (Feb. 14), will be televised
by· WB, while four other road
games will be shown.
The team· ofTom Hamilton
and Ralph Lee will also televise
Xavier's battle with rival Miami
(Nov. 28), Purdue (Dec. 5), Richmond (Feb. 2) and St.
Bonaventure (Feb. 9).

Miles Maillet was named
Men !s Golf Performer-of-theWeek after earning runner-up
honors after leading the Musketeers to a second place finish at
the Xavier Provident Invitational
last Monday and Tuesday.
Maillet shot rounds of 67,
69 and 70 to shoot a 7-under 206
for the tournament. His first
round score tied for the third lowest round in school history.

'

.

-

Nets. top to:witn.ess
Cavs· at Ci11tas

.Only 3,124 on··hand

NBA.·exhib~tion .game.

secorid quarter and trailed ·
the Ca vs ·49The ·New Jersey Nets defeated ·
41 at the half.
the Cleveiand. Cavaliers, 98~86,
The Cavs
on Saturday night during an exshot an imhibition game at the Ciritas Cenpressive .526
ter..
.from the field
The Nets were led by guard
in the first
Kerry Kittles' 19 points on 7-15
half in jumpshooting. ·UC grad Kenyon Mar· ing out·· to
tin returned to Cincinnati and
.· their eight. chipped in with nine points and
point lead.
three rebounds in 23 minutes of
Guard Bryant
action.
Stith led the
Foriner XU star Aaron Williams·
wa~ with 10
scored. four points' for .the Nets.
points in the
while grabbing a pair of rebound.s.
half.
The Cavs were l.ed by point
T hings
guard Andre Miller, who dropped
.changed. rap- '.
. in 15 points while handing out 13 · •
. idly. in tpe
of Cleveland's 17 assists.·
third quarter
Forwards Lamond Murray and
as the Nets
recently acquired Jumaine Jones
i m p r o, v e d
both scored 13 points in the Cavs'
·their freldsecond straight loss to start the exgoal shooting
hibition seasori.
and ·the Cavs
As with ariy exhibition game,
stopped scorthe play was inconsistent. The
ing for six
start of.the game was well played
minutes.
as the Cavs edged out to a· 26-25
This. a 1NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANCiOLIA
advantage at the end of the first .
lowed
the
Opposing point guards Andre Miller, right, and
quarter.
Nets
to
run
off
The smooth action ceased atthe Jason Kidd squared off on Saturday:
· start of the second.as both teams players were much more physical 18 consecutive points before the
inserted several reserves who were and the game slowed· to where the Cavaliers could respond. In confighting for a roster spot. These Nets only put up 16 points in the trasdo their first-half shooting, the

BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor .

Cavs shot a paltfy ;364 from the·.
field, including a dismal 1-9 from
.beyond the arc.
In the fourth quarter, -both
coaches decided to play some of
theiri'eserve pfayers to get~ better
look at whom they might like to
see on their final rosters.
'The Nets' Richard Jefferson, a
small forward who deClared early
out of Arizona, looked impressive,
scoring eight points and grabbing
four rebounds, despite picking up
/
five fouls.
Nets' point guard Jason Kidd is
still· tryirig to get used tO his new
teammates as evidenced by his
three turnovers in just 24 minutes
of action. Kidd looked to be in
mid-season form in one respect as
·he pick~d up a technical foul right
before halftime for arguing with a
referee.
He did hook up with Martin on
a fast-break alley-oop, though, that
· brought a roar from the mostly proNets crowd, including his college
coach, Bob Huggins. ·
Former XU starTyroneHill, now
a forward with Cleveland, did not
make the trip downstate due to back
problems.

Men split with Explorers, Rams
Freshr.nan goalkeeper Schaeper rec9rdsfirst shutout
tie at halftime, but La Salle came
out in the second half and scored
The men's soccer team's trip to. the game's only goal nine minutes
the East Coast brought about into the half.
mixed results as the Muskies
Xavier outshot the Explorers 11dropped their opening game 7 and forced the La Salle goalkeeper
against La Salle, but. rebounded to make eight saves, but failed to
two days later against Fordham to sneak one by their goalie.
notch their first conference win of
This was.also the second straight
the season.
game in which XU had been unable
to net a goal.
·
LA SALLE 1, XAVIER 0
The Muskies overall record
XU was shutout for the seventh stands at 2-9-1.
time this sea&on as they dropped a
tough decision to the Explorers on
XAVIER 2, FORDHAM 0
Friday.
Freshman. goalkeeper Brian
The teams fought to a scoreless Schaeper rec:orded his first collegiate

BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor

I
Wednesday, Oct. 17

Men's golf
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•Men's Tennis vs. Wright
State at 3 p.m.
Friday, Oct 19
•Cross country at Stetson
Invitational at·noon
•Women's Tennis at·
Louisville Invite at noon
•Men'.s basketball
Musk~teer Madness
at 6 p.m. (Cintas Center)
•Men's soccer vs. Duquesne
at 7 p.m.
•Women's soccer at
Duquesne at 7 p.m.

shutout against the Rams in leading the Muskies to their first A-10
win of th~ season on Sunday in the
Bronx.·
XU picked up both of their goals
within the first 10 minutes of the·
match. Sophomore Charles Morgan scored an unassisted goal from
18 yards out in the third minute of
the game. It was Morgan's second
goal of the season.
The fyt:usketeer insurance goal
came shortly afterwhen senior Mike
Kelley and Logan Wallace hooked
up on a score.
Just 9:31.into the game, Kelley
crossed a ball to Wallace, who

On Tap
•Volleyball at Fordham at 7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 20
•Women's Tennis at Louisville
Invitational at noon
•Swimming vs. Louisville
at 2 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 21
•Rifle at GARC Shootout
•Women's Tennis. at Louisville
Invitational at noon
•Men's soccer vs. St
Bonaventure at 1 p.m.
•Women's soccer at St.

Bonaventure at 1 p.m.
•Volleyball at Hofstra at 1 p.m.
•Women's basketball
Musketeer Madness
at 3 p.m. (Cintas Center)
Home soccer games take place
at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball games.take
place at Cintas Center. ·
Home swimming meets take
place in O'Connor Sports
Center
Home games are in bold.

knocked it in from eight yards out
to give XU an early two-goal'edge.
The defense played a stellar
game as Schaeper was only forced
to mak~ one save against FU.
With the win, XU avoided falling into sole position bf last place.
'.fheir A-10 record now stands at 14.

UP NEXT
The Muskies return to Corcoran
Field this weekend where they will
play Duquesne.on Friday at 7 p.m.
and St. Bonaventure on Sunday at
1 p.m.

EVENTS
of the
WEEK
MUSKETEER MADNESS
Friday, Oct.. 19 at 7 p.m.
and Sunday,,, Oct.· 21. at 4
p.m. at the Cintas Center
The men's and women's
basketball teams officially
kick off their seasons this
weekend with separate, but
equally exciting events. Both
teams will participate in ari
extended scrimmage and then .
"Meet the Musketeers" autograph sessions will follow.

SPORTS
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·Danielson. nets winning
goal in win over FU
~

-

BY SEAN O'BRIEN

.

'

goal on another breakaway opportunity.

Asst. Sporis Editor

One-goal decisions are a far too
familiar thing for the women's soc- .
cer teain this season. Eight of their
11 games have been decided by
one goal this season, and the Musketeers have been on the losing
side five times.
Their record doesn't justify how ·
weli they have played and .how
.close tliey have been to winning
all 11 ·games this year..
This past Friday Xavier lost to
conference foe La Salle, 3-2 in overtime. However, they managed to
bounce back on Sunday and beat ·
Fordham, 1-0. .
Xavier will hit the road for two
·.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
conference games this week as
they travel to Duquesne and St. Senior defender Lauren Garber.
picked up a .goal and an assist
Bonaventure.
LA SALLE 3, XAVIER 2 (OT)
La Salle took an early 1-0 lead
on Friday night after forward Amy
Schneider. capitalized ·on a
breakaway at the 10:32mark. The
two teams then played an even first
half and La Salle took their 1-0 lead
into halftime.
Explorers'· sophomore forward
Kristi Lee wasted little time in the
second ·half as she scored off a deflection at the 48:26 mark.
.Trailing 2-0 with the majority
of the second half to play, the Musketeers made a nice comeback to
tie the game at 2-2 and send the
game into overtime. - ·
Freshman forward Lauren

'

XAVIER 1,. FORDHAM 0
After losing to La Salle on Friday night, Xavier looked to salvage their weekend home ~tand
with a win over Fordham. The
. Rams came intq the game with
an 0-4 record in theA-10.
Playing in muddy and sloppy
conditions, the Musketeers dominated Fordham, out-shooting the
Rams 22-7, including a 9~2 ad- ·
vantage with shots on goal.
Xavier scored the game's only
-goal in the 35th minute off cor- .
ner.kick.
Freshman Lauren Danielson,
who had checked into the game
barely a minute earlier, headed in
a corner kick by sophomore
in XU's overtime loss to La Salle. midfielder Lindsay Yonadi.
. Giesting scored the firstofXavier's
Danielson's goal marked the
fourth time a freshman has scored .
two goals at the 57: 18 mark.
Senior defender Lauren ·Garber
the game-winning goal: Lauren
Giesting has scored the other
assisted Giesting's goal and, ten
three game-winners:
minutes later, scored a goal of her
own to tie the game at 2-2 at the
Junior goalkeeper Megan
67:23 mark.
Veith made two saves while re"
Sophomore midfielder Nicole
cording her second shutout of the
season ..
Giesting and senior midfielder
The win improved Xavier's
Margaret Broe were credited on the
record to 4-7, 2-3.
assist of.Garber's garrie-tying goal.
After coming back from a twogoal deficit, Xavier sent the game
into overtime.
La Salle put an end to things
just a little over three minutes into
the extra period.
Schneider scm:,ed the clinching

a

Clary.leads woinen in•Oxford
BY ABBY LEE

solid weekend. She defeated WSU's
Junior Brent Lehring coinSenior Jeff Roman played a good fell to Barnes, 6-3, 7-5 in the next
Maggie Jacobs, then knocked off peted in the Flight B singles · match in Flight E against Dayton's round.
Lauren Clary has so far had a teammate Maggie Nasziger. in the bracket, defeating Duquesne 's Chris Wartman, 1-6, 6-4, 6-4. He
In doubles, the team of Triplett
very successful tennis career at second rou~d before completing the Don MacNeil, 6-0, 6-2.
eventually lost to UD's Chris and Yeager had good wins'in Flight
Xavier. Just a freshman, Clary cap~ 1 weekend w1~h a 3-6, 6-2, 10-8 deHe then lost a tough match to Barnes. Senior Kevin McEnery also B over Duquesne and Wright State.
tured theA-1 oRookie7 of-the-Week feat over Juhe Green of Dayton.
Rob Altenau of Dayton. Senior competed in Flight E defeating
·The men's team will heist Wright
title last week.and continues her hot
Junior Katy Wiles outplayed Sa- Aaron Bauer beat UD's Jonathan Fredrico Mas ofWSU, 6-3, 7-5. He State on Wednesday at 3 p.m.
streak as a Musketeer.
rah Miller of UD, 6-3, 6-1. In the sec- Koury in a three-set match and
·
ond
round, Wiles defeated Wright then. lost to Vicente Arias of
Despite the Lady Muskies' 5-2
loss to crosstown rival UC last State's Jennifer Bagby, 7-5, 6-0. She Duquesne in three sets.
Sophomore Ryan Potts had a
Wednesday, Clary won her singles went on to win her final match, 6-3,
.
3-6,
10-7.
successful
weekend winning the
mate h, 6-2, 4 -6 , .6 -2..
She and classmate Stephanie
In doubles action, Clary and Flight C singles title. In his first
Bauer, of Columbus' Upper Arling- Bauer continued their outstanding match he beat Mike Lydeker of
ton, recorded an 8-0 defeat over Jen play by overpowering Kirkland and Duquesne, 6"0; 6-1.
In his second match he deCapuzzi and Khush Italia.
Christy Whalen of Dayton, 8-3 in
their
first
round
match.
feated
Wright State's Scott
The women headed up to Miami
University this weekend for an inviThey also defeated Dunbar and Hayde·n, ·6-4, 6-3. Potts then
tational that included Miami, Marie Craig of WSU, 8-5. The duo knocked off the Raiders Jim
Registration is now open until
Grombacher in the finals, 6-4, 6is a perfect 10-0 in doubles.
Wright State and Dayton.
Wednesday, Oct. 17
Oct.
23 at 7 p.m.
Clary began the weekend with a
Wiles and Dressman defeated 1.
All
equipment
will be provided
Freshman Justin Yeager also
6-2, 6-0 win over.Kara Dunbar of . Wright State's team of Melissa Dun5 p.m. The Fighters
UTEP
for
you.
The
captain's
Wright State. In the second round, ham-Freer and Jacobs, 8-1. In their competed in Flight C winning his
5 p.m. D.A. Pit vs~ Team
meeting will be Oct. 25 at 9
she defeated Miami's Kadija second round, they beat UD's team first match against Dayton's P.J.
Furey
p.m.
Richards, 7-5, -6-1. In her final of Del Rosso and Green in a tough Miller, 6-2, 6-1. He lost his sec6 p.m Beirut Cappers vs.
ond round match to WSU's
Basketb~ll
match, Clary defeated Erin Kirkland 9-8 match.
ExhibitX
ofUD,6~1,6-1.Thematchimproved
Meanwhile, the men's team Grombacher, 6-4, 6~3.
6 p.m. The Beasts vs. Juicio
In Flight D, sophomore Kevin
Clary's singles record to 10-1 on the headed to Dayton for a weekend inThursday, Oct. 18
Registration is open for both
year.
vitational that included the UD, Gaughan won his first two
5 p.m. Ten 2 One vs. We
until Oct. 30 at 7 p.m.
sports
matches against Wright State's
Junior Lindsay Dressman won Wright State and Duquesne.
Love Novak
The
captain'
s meeting will be
her first round singles match against
Senior Danny Sturdevan and jun- . Matt Casto and then Dayton's
5 p.m. Top Gun vs.
Nov.
l
at
9
p.m.
in the Sports
Angie Del Rosso of Dayton, 7-6, 6- ior Matt Thinnes competed in Flight Derek Grannen. He then lost his
Porkopolis Pork Prod. Prop.
Center
lobby.
1.
A singles. Sturdevan had a good win final round match to UD'.s Ben
6 p.m. Team Turnabout vs.
She then lost a tough second over Dayton's D.J. Gebhart, 7-6, 6- Kathary. Junior Scott Triplett also
Keggers
round, three-set match to Ky an a. 3. Thinnes lost to WSU's number one won his first match, but foll to
All flag football will be played at the new intramural fields. If
singles player, 6-1, 6~4. but then beat Kathary in three sets. in the secJackson of Wright State.
you have any questions, call the Recreational Sports office at
ond
round.
Senior Beth Abraham also had a Ryan Moseley of Duquesne, 8-3.
Sports Writer

Floor Hockey

Flag Football

vs.

.

745-2856.
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Volleyball sweeps through D.C.
.

.

Muskies avenge last year's loss to GW, pound.Cololiialsin thre~ games
~

match as she connected on 14 of
22 attempts with only two errors.
Freshman setter Molly Martin
dished out 64 assists, just two shy
of her career-high.
There we~e also four Musketeers
with. double-digit digs. Lang led
with 23 followed by 11 from
Bachus and Martin and 10 from
Hampton.

BY ANDREW BROWN
Sports Writer

The Xavier volleyball team
cruised through three victories this
past week, including one conference win, to bring the team's
record to 14-2 and 6-2 inA-10 play.
With victories over Wright St.?
George Washington and George
Mason, head coach Floyd Deaton
·reached 250.career victories, a significant coaching milestone.
Deaton now holds· a 250-139 career record in 12 seasons at Xavier.
He is also among the top 50 active
coaches in NCAA Division 1 with
·a .643 winning percentage.

any"s~gns of weakness. XU hit an
amazing .429 while comitting only
nin~ errors throughout ,the entire
match. GW, on the other hand, had
a hitting percentage of .009 with
27 errors. ·
Hampton, who 'celebrated her
21st birthday on Friday, had a
match-high 1 i digs and 10 kills
while hitting· .400. Lang also haci
. 11 digs while Bachus and Wygant ·
added 10 kills of their own. Martin
pitched. in with34 assists.

A-10 .VOLLEYBALL

.STANDINGS

·Dayton·
Rhode Island
Xavier·
Temple.
Duquesne
G. Washington
Massachusetts·
Fordham.
La. Salle

XAVIER DEF WRIGHT STATE

7-1
7".'1

6-2
5.;3
4-4
3;.5..
3;.5
1-7'
(}-8·

30-20, 30-21, 28-30, 30-19
. Senior Amanda Lang h_ad a ca~
reer-high 23 digs and sophomore
Kimberly Cockerel added a.careerbest 14 kills as visifrngXavier defeated Wright State 3-1.
XAVIER DEF GW
XU dominated the first game
30-12, 30-22, 30-16.
with a .447 hitting percentage comXU gave Hampton a birthday
pared to Wright St.'s: 182. The next gift. like no other: a three game
three games were more tightly sweep at George Washington on
contested, howeve;;r the Musketeers . Friday. Xavier avenged the loss in
were able to escape with a victory. last year's Atlantic 10 ChampionXavier had five starters with ship Match won by George Washdouble-digit kills including senior ington (4-10, 3-4 A-10).
Sara Bachus, 19, senior Jill HampMotivated by last year's loss, the
ton, 18, Cockerel, 14; as well as Musketeers played a tremendous
11· and 10 from junior Katey match as they simply overpowered
Wygant and Lang, respectively.
the Colonials. Both offensive and
Cockerel had an impressive defensive performances were out.545 hitting percentage for the standing as XU never showed GW

XU DEF GEORGE MASON
30-21, 30-21, 30-23
The Musketeers pushed their
record to 14~2 on the season with a
three-game sweep at George Mason (8-6) in non-conference action
on Saturday. With the win, Deaton ·
picked up his 250th career win
against just 139 losses in his 12
years at the school.
. ij,
"It's a tribute to the team .and · 11
. administration as well," said
Deaton. "A head coach is only as
good as the people around him, and
. that's a fact."
·
Hampton led all players with 14
·kills while adding seven digs .
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
Bachus was just behind H(\mpton
Senior Amanda Lang helped lead the Musketeers to a perfect
with 13 kills and a team-high eight
week as XU swept through the nation's capital. With a win over
digs for the-Musketeers. Martin led
George Washington, the Muskies improved their conference
the Xavier offense to a .343 hitting
record to 6-2, just one game behind the A-10 leaders, Dayton
percentage on the day while dishand Rhode Island.
ing out 37 assists to help XU cruise
to victory. The· Musketeer defense
was led by seven block assists by ·
Wygant, who also had seven digs.

we throw: all kinds·· of~

[g:bstacles] at you.
«···.'..
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·.tuition isn't one

Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. But if. yov~qualify for

. . a2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't
~1::.:, ~ have to worry about. Ta/kJp an Army ROTC rep~ .And get a ·
~;~: , ' leg up on your future ...· ,
. ~\\':j~;./<'.;

· /Forinformation visit St. Barbara Hall
or call 745-10(>2
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FOOTBALL? WE AIN'T GOT N:O_ STINKING FOOTBALL.
.

.

.

.

.
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11\-'IMEDIATE
ENLIGHTENMENT
.·INNER PEACE & HAPPINESS
Through Quan Yin 1"leditation

Experience The Truth Within
"Our path is not a religion. l do not convert
anyone to C(3lhol icism, or Buddhism, or any
other 'ism'~

•:• to rcmcinbcr your mission here on
earth,

Master Ching Hai is not only un
enlightened teacher, hut she is also a
gifted artist, poetess, . composer, an<l
fashion designer. Proceeds from her
artistic crcaiions arc used to suppor1 her.

intenrntional humn11itarian uid. She is a
living. cx;1mple of her. belief thnl we

.

Meditation Seminar
.....-----------.-.....,.----·--····-·
VIDEO PRESENTATION: .
The Key to Sclf-Realizatioll.
A Unique Ancient iVkditation.
Technique Helping You to
Rediscover the Almighty Power

1.-~Y.~tt~in . __------~------'

•!• to find out where you come from, ·

Supreme Master Ching Hui's lectures
and initiation into the Qu~m Yin Method
of Meditation arc offered with love, free
of charge.

.-

should work la provide for others as Y.tt:Jl as for
oursel \ies.
·
·

•:• to know yoursel t~

'l'he Teachings of

.

-

"l simply offer you a way -

Supreme Master.Ching
Hai

.

FREE ADfVllSSlON AND·
COMPLllV1ENT;\RY

VEGETARIAN MEAL!

..:. to discover the secrets of the
universe,

\Vhcn: l :00-5:00pm Sunday,
OchJbcr 2 I st 2001

·!•

\Vhcre:

to understand why there is so much
misery,

•:• And to see what awaits us after
death."

UC Raymond Walters College
Muntz Hall
·
Room 165
9555 Plainfield Rd.

Blue Ash, OH
..

,,...-~~~---~~ ·~----~~-.

For more in f'orrnation nbout the Supreme ~fastcr
Ching Hui and Hc:r teachings, visit \1Ur web site:
hll.P :!lwww .God~Q(I<;tJ<;'.cl?J!t~.l£L£Q!l.l

To rcgislcr for scminu.r, please call~
513-38 l-4554

Or e-mail: "'cggicscminur@yahoo.com

''i(lter Initiation you will know truly

the meaning of this great blessing
which God has bestowed lipon me,
and lws given me the right to
· distribute _f;-ee of charge and H:ith
i1111cli love. "
S11pre11w Jl.fa.~ier Clli11g Hai

,*•"tr
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BRI.EFS
>Brian Fa•Ecfrtor
>Diversions Desk: 745-2878
>xudivers@holmailmm

Student Art Show
The Xavier University Department of Art presents the annual Student Art Show in the Cohen Art
Gallery.
With selected works from students of all disciplines, there will
be an opening reception from 6 p.m.
until 8 p.m. this Friday.

German dinner
The Xavier University Opera
Workshop is holding fundraising
dinners Oct. 19 and 20 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Long Recital Hall of the
Edgecliff building.
Dinner includes authentic German dishes with soup, salad, veal,
chicken, dumplings, pasta, bread
and beverages. Beer and wine will
be served to those with adult tickets only.
Tickets are· $30 for:. adults and
$15 for students. For more information, call 745-3959.

.History of Bowling
The Know Theatre Tribe presents 'The History of Bowling" Oct.
11-13, 19-20 and 26-27 at 8 p.m.
Written by Mike Ervin and directed by Xavier alum Jay
Kalagayan, this comedy centers on
a 30-something quadriplegic going
to college.
Tickets are $10 general admission at all shows, with a "pay what
you can" show on Oct. 11 at 8 p.m.
For questions--or reservations,
call 871-1429.

R E V
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Chili done the right way
N~T

SKYLINE OR GOLDSTAR, BUT CINCINNATI STILL HAS SOME SECRETS

BY MIKE MICALLEF AND
AMBER HAVLIN
Contributing Writers

vi ting for people of all ages. Price in melted Swiss cheese, sauteed
Hill Chili might not be the place onions, bacon, lettuce, tomato·and
you would want to take a loved one mayonaisse all between a· soft
Only a short 15 minute trip away for aromatic dinnerfor two; how~ hoagie.roll. · The Re.uben was also
from Xavier; Price Hill Chili was ever, it might be the perfect spot for . ordered and the Kosher Corned
Beef was topped by cheese, fresh
founded in 1961 and has been serv- a first date.
The menu is quite plain and tra- sauerkraut on rye and seared to pering generation after generation of
loyal customers since. Located in ditional, however there are many, fection; .Both sandwiches were :
the West Side of Cincinnati on many options. The choices are . mouthfuls, as we could not finish
Glenway Avenue, the restaurant and mostly American, with _a twist of them.
In addition', the ~enu also conbar epitomizes a classic family ~es the Greek .variety - a favorite
among long time customers. For sists or items from .the Grill, like
taurant.
Over the .past six years, the res- . example, we started out our meal hamburgers and chicken sandtaurant has expanded greatly to with a couple of appetizers, specifi- wiches, or if.you're in the mood,
. accommodate the ever-present cally the Greek· Fries and Greek you could enjoy a rib eye steak ....
crowds, and Price HiJI Chili now Bread. Both plates were very care~ and don't forget about the break~
encompasses three different dining fully seasoned with a secret blend fast that is served any time! And, of
rooms as well as a bar. (So, maybe of herbs and spices. When ques- course, the chili .:___ the reason for
with the exception· of a Sunday · tioned what the ingredients were, , its name; The chili is wonderful, as
the owner said, well, with ground.beef being the
morning, you
"I won't say main ingredient, it had a zing of a ·
should never
· anythjng."
few hot spic;es that would leave yc:iu
expect a long
Next,
the·
grabbing for a glass of water.
wait for a place
The food was alsoaccompanied
greek salad was
to sit.) The
the perfect size .by curtious and prompt servfoe ·
walls are decofor two to share, even though the restaurantwas hoprated with old
·and
decorated . ing with activity. Lastly (and
pic_tures . and
with all .the maybemost importantiy), Price Hill
newspaper
freshest ingre- Chili 'is very reasonably priced, with
clippings,
dients that are all of the appetizers under $5, and
highlighting
expected in the main entrees not higher than
the restaurant's
such genuine $9, it is ideal for.~ college student
many memo. ries and proud
salad, includ~ or couple. However, make sure to
ing
a zesty bring your cash, as this mainstop
history of Price
hqmemade
vinagerette
dressing.
. in Price Hill does not take Visa or
Hill and Cincinnati Sports lore.
·
After
the
great
start,
we
tried
two
MasterCard. Now, that's classic.
Also, because the founders and
Therefore,
if you are searching for
owners, the Beltsos are descendents .different items from the Special
of Greek refugees, the decor also Sandwiches category on the menu. a dining option that will leave your
maintains a Greek personality with The Landmark definitely deserves stomach and your wallet full, Price
Greek busts adoring the walls and such a regal title, as it was named Hill Chili may be the place for you.
various plants hanging from ledges fhe "Best Steak Hbagie" by Cin~
cinnati M!!-gazine in 1999. This
and ceiling.
The atmosphere is fun and in- beef steak sandwich was covered

a

N

Experimental dance
The Contemporary Arts Center
will present an exciting experiment·
in dance and movement on Friday,
Oct. 19 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
"Kinesphere," a new dance
group, is made up of members of
the Wednesday night improvisation class. The performance will
combine elements of dance, theater
and performance art to develop
complex patterns of motion and
emotion.
Admission for CAC members is
free and non-members are admitted for only $5. For more information, call .345-8400.

~
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Built to Spill
Ancient Melodies ofthe Future
(UP)

alternative rock, back
from the dead

Y 0

E A R

U R

For all those people, including
myself, who thought that alternative music was dead and buried, I
present to you Built. to Spill and
their newest album, Ancient Melodies of the Future.
At the beginning of each song,
a guitar lazily pumps out a solo that
matches fairly well to the title of
each song. Aweird solo precedes
the opening song "Strange," a positive solo runs before the song "Hap- .
piness," and so on. Then each song
gets layered with other sounds and
ideas. When Doug Martsch's voice
comes in, it fits perfectly with the
instrumentation.
Martsch's voice does become a
little repetitive throughout the CD,
but only if you listen to just his
voice. When you think of his voice
as merely a part of the othe~ instru-

ments you really start to appreciate
it. It balances well with the band
and really ties everything .together.
The fourth song, "Alarmed," is
incredibly fun to listen to. Everyone has had a dream where they're
in real danger, but everything seems
to be moving in slow motion. The
song gives off that exact· feeling.
There's a real sense of danger and
worry in the band, but it is a fairly
slow song. When you listen to it
you want it to hurry up to match
the feelings that you get, but it
doesn't. It stays laid back, giving
the feeling that fighting the danger
is useless, which only adds to the
excitement of the song.
The second to last song, "Fly
Around My Pretty Little Miss," is
the only up tempo and bouncy song
on the album. It's a welcome

change to the otherwise slow
tempo album. The· last song, "The
Weather," returµs .to .the slow psychedelic rock thaqhe album mostly
c;onsists of, and it's almost we!- ·
come. After just one up-tempo song,
"The Weather" almost makes you
sigh with.it's slow guitar solo opening and Martsch"s crooning. The
song itself is an excellent love song
that is perfect to end the album on.
Built to Spill may not be a huge
name by today's pop and hip-hop
standards, but for anyone who is
getting disgusted with the constant
onslaught of bubble gum and
bland rapping, Ancient Melodies of
the Future will provide you with a
very nice distraction. ·
-Dan Cox,
Contributing Writer

Jazz Ensemble
The University of Cincinnati ·
College-Consei:vatory of Music
presents guest artist Kenny Garrett
and the CCM Jazz Ensemble for
"In a Whirl of Jazz II" on Sunday,
The following discs are due for release on or before Oct. 16 ...
·
Oct. 21 at 2 p.m.
Proceeds from this concert and
Fugazi, The Argument (Dischord) ... New Order, Get Ready (Reprise)
dinner benefit.the William Lawless
Jones Jazz Fund, which was created ... Ozzy Osbourne, Down to Earth (Epic) ... Asphalt Jungle, Electro Ave.
to present well-known jazz artists (ROIR) ... Pat Green, Three Days (Universal) ... Hakim, The Lion Roars
in concerts and master classes at (Ark 21) ... Hypnotize Minds, Presents the Dirty Diary, Vol. 1 (Loud) ...
Le Tigre, Feminist Sweepstakes (Mr. Lady) ... Lost Prophets, The Fake
CCM.
For ticket information, contact Sound of Progress (Columbia)
... all dates are tentative.
CCM External Relations at 5562100.

New Releases
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Thursday, Oct. 18

Saturday, Oct. 20

Fish bone
@Top Cat's

The Kelly Richey Band
@Patrick's

Friday, Oct. 19

Tuesday, Oct. 23

O.A.R.
@Bogart's

The Bouncing Souls
@Bogart's
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Check us Out 11
www.homeCltvice.com .· ·

.

:•

~~i't-

=~Gitgloe

Great Job o·pportunities!!
Hiring Students Part-rime NOW and Full-Time Durlllfl Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GBEA T fA:[!!

We ·offer 10-40+ hours/week·
·· Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

·

·. $6a50. - $12.00+ I Hour··
North Location 513-851-4040
So.uth. Loca.tion s59;.441 '.'.".17'.00
Great Part-Time· Hours Available!! Work
· Around Your School Schedule with .
Morning I A'fternoon and Weekend Hours.
·. · Ct1ll Today.!!
. N~ Experience Necessary. r~in In on~·f9c/ffy during school and work In another .
. ·: . during summer break. We offer Schedule Elei</b/l;tv. Start training NOW.
.

. . ·:

Schedule ari Interview A.S.A.P. Biing

a Friend !

· .· .· · · . www.homecitl/ice.cc»m ·.·
'

.
. ,..

.'

· Xavier. Action Volunteer Calendar
. .

\

.

Are you looking for service opportunities? Xavier. Action; the university's community service
. network, receives numerous requests for students to perform service every day. Beginning this week,
check out The Xavier Newswire each week for information about volunteer opportunities. If
interested in any of the following service projects, you may contact the agencies directly ·or contact
Xavier Action at 745-4343 or xaction@xu.edu ~or more informatio~!1··------,

/ Weekend Service Program ~nt to"I
·.do a ~ne;time worthwhile P!~Ject?
XActions Weekend Program ts the answer
for you. Sites are arranged in advance
and·transportation is provided. This
Saturday we will meet at Bellarmine
Circle at.9:30 a. m. We we be helping
out at the Snee. ch.. and Hearin(}" Cen.terfor
r
o
afiew hours. Call Jill (x5821) or Julie
(x5623) for more information.
~

..

~

/

Tutoring A tutoringprogram needs a ' · Comniunity

student to help out 2nd to 7thgr4~ers
from 3:30 to 5:30 p. m. on Wednesdays.
Transportation can be provided.
·
'.
' Positively Positive People · PPP is '
hosting a large festival at the Museum
·Center on Oct. 27. Volunteers are needed
to run booths. Contact Patricia Bowling
at 621-5514 for more information.
~

Action Day
•

IS NOV.

3!

Mark ·your
calendars and
look for more
information
here next week.
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tbe game. That might violate some
sort ofNCAA policy though: You
know how they can be. After all,
it's National Peace, Friendship and
Goodwill week.

October 17

to

It's such a pleasant feeling·
know that you have. the pull
By Dari Arbeinik To place an item in the calendar, call 74~-3122 or mail to ML 2·129.
around campus to inspire hatemail. All this time; I didn't think·
that anyone had· even heard of
not me! My friend Earl. He told
be zeroing in on the developToday at 6 p.m. basketball practices,
October
Calendar City, let alone that they
me that the best way to get a girl to
ments in the intramural fJag footaround the country, in the whole
had read it! Your anonymous
like you is to call her as often as
NCAA,, are officially allowed to start
. ball arena_. The "Drive toward the
- There is nothing happening
phone calls at 4 a.m. and death
you can. The more times the beta week ago: Whatever. Anyway,
T-shirts" begins today:· That's
today: Nothin~; No one anywhere
. threats mean more to me than you
we are going to celebrate this one
ter. Even if she threatens to call
right: Postseason begins today.
will do anything .•. except for
will ever know. Ah, ·my people .. Come see all of your favorite heweek. anniversary. today in the
the police, keep calling. You don't
maybe eat a country ham. Yup,
You have given me the courage to
even have to have anything'to talk
roes: Strange Brew, the Beirut
Cintas Center with much basketball
October is Eat. Country Ham
Cappers,
the
Keggers,
and
team
about.. You could just call and then
trudge on'.
action. Festivities include a scrimMonth. You could do that, or you
Do you remember all of those . I Love Novak. as they strap it on
quickly hang up. You know_girlS,
mage, a three-point contest, and
could-go see the new movie: Iron
zany Monopoly pieces? The
they like that kinda stuff. It shows
(flags thatis) and take the fields .. many, many'intoxicated students'. If
Monkey. ·This one doesn't even
canon, the hat, the horse? EveryAny. overflow of the expected
them that you really like them and
you decide on this Evaluate Your
. need some sort of joke.
one always wanted to be those
are always thinking about them. A
capacity crowd can go see the
Life Day that basketball isn't your
pieces. ·They acted as if the outbonus is ,when you call at like 4
bag ... sigh ... baby, you can go see
XU tennis team take on Wright
come of the game hinged on asa.m. with nothing to talk about
.State at 3 p.m.. at the neighboring
OAR at Bogarts. The concert starts
certaining one of those "big three."
facility.
(a.k.a hang up.) ·Waiting outside
at 8:30 p.m. Judging a book by it's
·.October 23
No one ever wanted to be those
cover, which I feel obligated to do,
herroorn or_ class shows that spe~
obscure ones like the thimble or
the opening act doesn't sound like
cial someone that your love knows
Judging by the stars and of
the mug. How come the mug was
they'll be any good. They're just
no bounds. I remember this one
course T. V. Guide, it's the start of
always ostracized? Finally someOrdinary People.
girl in high school. She issued a . Scorpio today on the astrological
October 18
one has righted this wrong. There
restraining order on me .. That tease.
cale11dar. How bad is it that "ScorDo you like piZza? Like it betis now a pla·ce where all mugs are
I knew she was just ·playing hard
pio" is your sign? It sounds like
ter when it's free? Wantto know
welcome. Where is this haven?
to get.
the name of some demonic chil_dhow you can get some free pizza?
Come to the Romero Center today
If all of these tips fail you. and . hood cartoon evildoer. I guess it's
October 20
Well, you could order up a large
at 3:30 p.m. for the International
you still feel frustrated, don't go - better than Cancer though or any
pizza· from Pappa J's and· then
In contrast to sweet or even
Coffee Hour to find out. People
all O.J. Just go to the residential
other one foi: that matter,
bhidgeon the delivery boy/girl/
sweeter day, today is the
are welcome too, just no canons,
mall today from 1 to 3 p.m. to carve
Today marks the day when the
psycho (circle one)witli a thick,
granddaddy of them -an: Sweetest
horses or hats.
pumpkins with the sly guys from
S'JaJl::wsofCapistrano leave San
dull object ... like my philosophy
Day. You should do something reOK, perhaps I was being a bit
Natural Ties.
Juan for the winter. \Vhere do they
tEa:±Et: Yaicould do that ... or
ally nice for that special someone
racist (or piecest as it may be.) So
go? My guess is that they instincyou could take the easy and lelike taking her carolling.. Or you
Let's Talk about Race ba-by: Let's
tively flock with the salmon to a
gal way out and just go to the
could take him/her (circle one) to a
talk about you and me. Let's talk
place where beer flows like wine.
Habitat for Humanity meeting
fine Italian establishment- today at
about all the ... ummm ... sorry. I
I'm talking about a little place
October 21
today at 9 p.m. in Alter 107. On
10:15 p.m. for dinner and a movie.
was just having a moment there.
called Asssssspen.
second thought,. don't do the
OK, so maybe the Villa isn't exactly
· If you want to talk about this blaIf anyone is physically able to
Didn't get that one? Fine. I
violence thing. After all, it is the
Italian_ imd maybe they won't exactly
tant attempt to keep the mug out
get out of bed today at 8 a.m., they · don't even care. Why don't you
supply dinner, but the Men for Oth.of use by "the man" a.k.a. the top- · feast of St. Luke, not the
should head out to the GARC Intell me about it in your next hate
Skywalker, t~e Evangelist.
ers Club will be hosting a movie tohatted Monopoly Man and other
vitational to watch the Xavier Rifle
letter. Maybe you could call at like
day at their illustrious villa plaza.
race issues, come to "Let's Talk
Team compete. Instead of shoot4 in the morning and then hang
OK, so you screwed up this most
about Race" today at 1 p.m. on the
ing at targets, I think (and I don't
tip, you mi11x. Lord, (and Joe
important of holid~ys in the lovers'
10th floor of Schott.
think I'm alone here) that it would
Angolia) knows that I don't actuOctober 19
calendar. Don'tblameme. LetsomeWith the Tribe and Cards out
be much more _interesting if they
ally get paid for this.
Musketeer Madness comes
one who happens to be a babe magof the playoffs and the superbowl
. set up forts for the different teams
to Xavier today. That's right.
net give you a little advice; God no,
months away, ~I.attention should
and shot at each other. For love of
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3804 Elsmere Ave. Stove and
· refridgerator included. }<ree laundry. Deck and AC $900/month
plus utilities. Call 731-2131.

Help Wanted
$$ Earn Extra Money $$.
We're looking for men and
women to deliver the new telephone directories for Cincinnati
Bell. We are also looking for office clerks & loaders. Delivery
starts about Oct. 19. Work a minimum of four daylight hours/day.
Work ill your area. Work full or
part-time. Get paid within 24
hours upon successful completion of your route. To qualify you
must be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an insured vehicle .. Call 1-800-979-7978 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
thru Friday. Refer to job #304710.EOE.
Customer service. Tired oflate
nights and weekends? Immediate ·
openings for part-time positions.
Will work around your class
schedule. Close to campus. Call
Nancy at 321-5100 or fax resume
to 321-7547.
2002 summer internships.
$12/HR summer'jobs. Student
Painters are looking for individuals who are interested in gaining
management expertise. No experience necessary, however must
be hard working. Last surrimer the
average internship paid $8,000.
For more info, call 1-888-3385.

1

I

. Childcare help wanted. Looking for a fun part-time job working

To

place a -classified ad call Emily at 7 45-3561

with children? No nights or week- .
ends, competitive pay, will train:
Call Courtney at 772-5888 ext. 203.
Make money! Rapidly advancing telecommunications
company offers personal freedom for self starters. Be your own
boss with flexible hours. Visit my
Web site for some more details
on Excel Opportunities at
www.excelir.com/kevinyoung or
call 859-341-9310.

Fraternities 1 Sororities,
Clubs, Student Groups. Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester
with
the
easy
campusfundraiser.com threehour fundraising event. Does
not involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3i38, or
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Assistant teacher needed for
Hyde Park area preschool and/or
before and after school program.

Part-time, flexible hours: Great
opportlµlity for ECE or ED majors.
Experience required. Great pay!
Accredited program! Professional
environment. E.O.E. Ptease call
. Linda or Ellen at 321-7183
Babysitter/ mother's helper
needed. Non-smoker, flexible hours.
Must drive. References needed.
Located on east side of town. Call
891-8151..

Travel
# 1 Spring break vacations! Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Flordia. Sell
trips, earn cash & go free. Now hiring campus reps. 1-800-234~
- 7007. endlesssummertours.com.

Spring Break 2002-Travel with
STS to Jamaica, Mexico or Flordia.
Promote tripson campus to earn
cash and free trips. Information/reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica or Mazatlan FOR
FREE ! To find out how, you can

call 1-888-777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations:com to
find out more.
Spring Break 2002 ! Cancun, Jamaic_a, . Barbados, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Padre, Flordia & more.
FREE MEALS for a-limited time.
FREE parties, drinks and exclusive
events! For details visit us at
www.sunsplachtours.com or call 1800-426-77 l O. "IT'S A NOBRAINER"

'*** Act Now! Guarentee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre,
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
Reps needed ... Travel free, earn
$$$.Group discounts for 6+. Call
1-800-838-8203/ www.leisure
tours.com..
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in FREE travel, drinks, food
and parties with the best DJ's and .
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan and the Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com, call 800-293-1443
or email sales@studentcity.com for .
more information ..

For Rent
Norwood four bedroom on the
second floor of two-family house.

Apartments: one to six bedroom. 945 &1015 Dana Ave.
Walking distance to school.
Nicely furnished, laundry facilities, off street parking, AC, welllit, maintained and secure build-.
ings. Starting at $270/student.
Phone Darryl Norris at 7033242 ..
St. Bernard, beautiful home. 35 bedroom. 2, 700 square feet. Five
minutes from Xavier. Responsible
adult. Nonsmoker preferred.
$1,100/month. 641-0178. ·
For rent 2,4,5 &6 BR. Very
large, newly renovated apartments
within a half mile of campus. Set in
a turn of the century mimsion,
these apartments feature: finished
wood floors, ceramic tile, ceiling
fan, laundry, AC; off-street parking, security lighting, garbage disposals, dishwashers and new· appliances. If you are looking to
economize, the bedrooms are large
enough to share. These apartments are a must see and won't .
last long. For a showing call Ian at
253-7368 orTimat325-8610.

lVIiscellaneous
Need cash? Everybody's
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays
cash for CDs and LPs; Come
browse our wide selection of rock;
. R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
6106 Mol).tgomery Road.

